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ABSTRACT
A successful bilingual kindergarten program 'has to

utili2e fully the results of three areas of modern research and
development: linguistics, pSychology, and education. The preparation
and implementation of curricular materials fot teaching in Naval() and
-English to five-year-old Navajo children requires an understanding of
at least the following areas: (11 the nature and consequences of
bilingualism; (2) the individual, social, cultural and academic
characteristics, and needs of the Navajo children; (3) the Navajo and
En glish languages; (k) methods for both first and second' language
instruction whiCh are appropriate for use with young children; and
(5) evaluation techniques for teaching Methods, materials, and the
children's progress. The preSent qui.de is intended to provide
additional inkormation in these areas to participating teachers and
aides, and to provide them with specific suggestions for teaching in
the four curriculum content areas listed aboVe. Sam ple instructional
materia ls for each area are also included:. (Author/AMM)
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INTRODUCTION

An innovating program in bilingual -=bicultural edu=

cation 'is .now ,under way in selected' kindergartens in the

Navajo' area.. The aims of the- program-are to 'develop and

implement a curriculum in which 'Navajo is the primary medium

of instruction and English is taught as. a second language.
The tiaterials 'developed dOring the first year of operation.

'build upon the children "s existent .Navajo linguistic

conceptual base. A sequential ,and distinctly 'separate base

English language and concepts has been developed to.

riiinimize interference, in linguistic structures- and. 'concept

.referent Ss:

The. curriculum, includes four .conterit .areasl _cot-

Munitat environmental concepts and- re lat ionships

CteSti*e, eXpresSionl and abstract concept deVelopment.

Communication. includes understanding. and producing both'

'English -and Navajo;, environmental concepts and telation-

Ship,* includes- the .Study *of Social .:and physical surround

ings; creative ,expression includes a wide-Variety of art
sactiVit ies;;''absiract. concept 400).opoerit ind'lUde.s-'01e-

pentarl in)athern4t cal. concept t*, such abstract ions as ".same"

and 'Odifterent, and. '-teeter knOWledge-5-#0Cognition of the

AribOls: or Navajo Writing system:
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A successful bilingual kindergarten program has to
-Utilize fully the -results of three areas- of modern re-
search and development: linguistics, psychology, and
education.. The preparation and implementation of curris6-

'cular.MatetiaIs for teaching in.Navaio and English to
five year .cId Navajo children requires an .understanding.

of at. leaSt the ,following areas:

1. The natUre and consequences of bilingualism.

2. The 'individual, -Social., cultural and aca-
demic characteristics and .needs of the
NaVa10 children.

3. The :Navajo and, English Ilanguages.

4. lviethOds. for both. first and second language
instruction which are appropriate for use with
young children.

iEvalUation teChniqUes for teaching method S,
materials, and the children's progress.

This guide is intended to :proVide, -additional infor=

triatiOn- in these :ateas,: to ,p4titicipating teachers and aides:,

and to .provide thr wt specific suggestions f Or teach-
ing in the fOUt -curriculum. Content 'areas listed above.

-,SEuripie instruct ionál patetial.s' for each area are also

i001.4:1104.

The proposals to be :made, 'concerning 'method! for

:teaching Navajo and tftglitoh, to kin0ergarten, children are
largely ',baSed,.,Onther following 4ssumptions:
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1. Direct- instruction in two languages should
be at different periods of the day to dis-
courage translation-type learning..

2. Children learning ,a. .second. language should
be introduced to only that part of an ,adult
gramma;- which is usually controlled by native
speakers of the same' -age-,

Provision should always.1?e made for different
:rates of teaing and different levels- of
experience , interest, and attention span.

Areas of greateSt :interference between English
And vavaiq can be predicted from a contrastive
analysis' of the languages, which, should there=
fore be used in the ,congttlictiork of instruc-
tional. MaterialS1 and evaluative measures...

A .second. language Is. caught by mere- exposure,
bUt.tequi#0 sequential, and SySteMatic Ores',
Sentation of structural ,eletnetit,S for maximum,
effectiveness and efficiency with :students of
411 4,0.
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One-half of the children in the world are bilingual,

and approximately one-fourth of the people in the United

States can communicate in, more than one language. About

ten per cent of our population speaka a language other

than English natively. We do not live in a "melting pot,'

hit in a country where different languages and different

attitudes' and beliefs have coexisted' for centuries. The

older. ,educational idea that. Only 'English should be used

as. a thèuth of insttudtiOn has left thOusands of children

illiterate in their 'native language, and. fostered, low

achievement levels in English itself

A -0144 does not. 'begin learning when he comes 'to

sChoOl=., Education 'begins. An .infancy, and the sound: Sys-

tem And mUch of the ,Structure of his ,native language, has

been thasteted by the ,0:the' 'he five ,years old. His

language, IS ,rooted in and: reflects a common set of values.

It IS .already tetated to a, way :Of. feeling and thinking

,and acting. . The 'EnglishrdoMinant educational syste4 must

be ,brought into :harmony With the eXistenit

,patternos,..

'40tiotit In, bilingual. .adUcation, ,programs is) "The

best Medi* the mother tongue of the'



pupil." This allows the education of the child to ton-
Untie smoothly from home to school, permitting immediate

progress in concept building rather than postponing develop-

merit until a new language has been acquired. There has

been some resistance to this philosophy, particularly
by those who feel -that speaking another language may .sorrte!-

how .hinder progress in English. Ai lingua), teachers. today

Are probably the products of a rnonolinguat English school

system. They Are ,successful :products,. ,arid. may feel that

children should follow their :model. In addition,.

-innovative -programs are experiSive and demandingnot the

"easy" way for t eachers,.or administrators., Also 'discourag-

ing to :new bilingual programs May be' the present inade-

quacy of :personnel,. :Mat etials, or tinderstanding.

But past methods in Monolingual. English ,education,

have often proved. 'ineffective with ,Chitdren who speak

other languages natively., and More of -theSe children be--

tiri SChOOl each year. They will not wait for uS. tO

-.decielop deal systenisi we have an Obligati:On to do the

best we can. in the light of our present knowledge, capa!-

city' Arid. 'experience.

'Arldetssont The9clorgt and Mildred Boyer. ,Bilingual School-
in the United States. Austin: Southwest Educa=naT

ev eTiipTerit ME5Fiarcficr71970.



The attitude toward bilingual education is rapidly
tharigitig. Th the 'United States toward a very positive

point of view. CtiltUral diversity is of value to our

national interest,_ and 'bilingual programs are fostering
increased- parental involvement in education and promising

economic upgrading, for minority groups. In addition,
we are .now. quite sure that bilingualism is not a bandi

cap,,,, but may indeed: be a .social and academic advantage.

it4Ost recent studies show that when ;groups' of bilingual

and- monolingual children are 'Matched for other factors',

the bilinguals ,perform at least as well on IQ tests,
particularly on 'on-Verbal measures,, Peal =and Largbert2

found" in their research that' bilinguals scored 'higher on

intelligence tests. They felt, that bilinguals- may develop

an ability tO separate an object froth . Its Symbol, and thtia

think with ,abstract coflcepts. In ad it :bilinguals

may learn,Mote- flexibility in their thinking. throtigh,

developing their .aktIl In sWitChing. from one language to

,another.

:dhad. Who, -spoki'Ravajp when he coinea, to school

knows 45 much .and 4s 'ready to,' learn- as- much as a child

,of comparable IQ who speaks English. Re will be :handicapped

2Peal,, E. and W. Lambert. "The Relation of Bilingualism
to Intelligence.,' Psychological 'Monographs: General
and Applied, Vol. LXXVI, pp. 1-27'

3,



only if the school does not teach him in his native

language: Make he learning ,ahother.

The child who .earns to, read first in Navajo may

have a definite advantage over the child who must :learn

first in ,English,o The writing_ system 91 English is nOt

and children must learn ,that: a ,single sound may

be spelled in Many- ways. The writing system which has

been deVeloped for ,NaVafo,3 is Very regular, with a close

correspondence between ,sounds and: letters,. Seeing the

relationthip, betWeen- -soUnd and SymbOl is a, major factor

for ,Success in, initial 'reading instruction. Once a child

:has. this 'concept and Skill an one language, he. seems to

be able 'to readily, ttariSfer it to ieetning to read. another.

Because of the regularity of Navajo spelling, and because

reading, in a language: shOUld not 'be- introduced until that

.1-anguage, can be ,s,pOken' with some fluency,. children who

:speak Navajo tativexi should defit.itely learn to ,red
first j1 14_08.16. At the same :aloe they will be developing

oral skitl-s, in Engl4'h,i

'The, ,childt 'whO Itarns to read ,Navajo 'before English

will not be learning to read twice. : The basic: skills of

oriferende on ,NaVacO' Otthogtaphyl Albuquerque,, New tatexido,
ilay-.2=q; 107. 14as tngtoni-D:q.: Center for Appliedt

14446450,4,



reading transfer readily froth one language to another.

'He tii1, indeed, lielconfe .litetate tn two 'languages, and

this is, an alyaritage which :plight be denied if he began
only :in

n addition; we must realize that latigoage is es-
sentialAy a -system ,,of: cothinUniqatiOn., A bilingual who
ta4t-ers tlAio systems ,-has greatly increased the cotite4s,

Which he, tan. ,fUnction sUttesSfully..5

Education ,for -6-a=41entiti Oita: -,tdua-AtiZifWinSiT,to-,appOr.:-
'*

Cfa



THE CHILDREN
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Teaching, five year old children requires an under-

standing of their characteristics and capacities and.

of what 'has, preceded in their develOpmerit Two of the

most complete outlines af this. information :may be, found-

* the 'k of ,GeSeIll and 1:i.aget,.

child in the age, range, of two: to,..four ,ears S

appto4ching, the point where he is Able- to distinguish

$etweett symbols ,:and' the' actual. object's:. His ,conceptions

are determined ,priMatily 'by ,phyiscial 1eatAttes.). and he

cannot combine a variety ac sties into a- single

,category,. he categorties: ,o'bjecto -4COrding,, t O.

in the period of foot- to seven years child is

.t1.1: 4orpiwated by 1;etcopti-o00.;_ he i:s CievolOping the

ability to think in terms c1asoes, ,. to perceive

,414:: to -handle number concepts.

The development 'concepts looSt, children is at

1.eo4-potitl4rptoOos.** learning::40**040: The study
.pf_uoguage=2:444#400h40jilte-#0:040,,p400#40' 404

,GeSelP Arnold, and 'Frances' L. 11g. The First Five
Years. of Life; , -A Glade to the Study ,orreig-"Ms-c-h7171
,Childrliarper, -1940i

4Piaget, J. The ,,Ori-Ons;:of; iritelli$erite- in Children.
9#110. 1177#1449114:-

'V v
,

v ,
, ,
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o
psychologists for many years and has recently becom e the

Chief concern 'of' the newer- .field Of :pSyCholingui-sticS.

The descriptions of child, language which, have. been pub.'

fished are useful 'in preparing instructional materiall
but, . -UnffOrtUnately, 'there are none which 'specifically

;describe the ,acquisitiotL of 'Navajo' as a native language,.

,Untg 'such: irifOrepatiori is available, we will -assume that

language 4s:4c:quire& by the-,,sante prOCeSS in all societieS..

We will also :assume that, the ages of 'language develop-,

'Piot; while. constant: sequence, are -affected: by intel-

ligonce and, enVtrontrient.:

IEvery ,nortist child th Anheren`4y able, -to

learn perfectly any language in the world.,3 He learns

language from the ,people .around hithfrom, members of his .

social group. An infant first makes' only reflexive sounds,

and 'then dnters .a "babbling!' stage during 'which "he, 'makes

an almost unlimited range of speech sounds, including

many which will not pc-Cur, 1:0=Iit's-,.T';470, the

end of the first year he sbegins to reaCt, to the sounds
made -by; the 'people around him, and begins to imitate

them. He can use -* few words as oyin*as, -oast in the

terial on language acquisition abstraCted, from Rudolph
. Troike, Introduction to English ting(tittilet for the

TeitChera ,En"lish--,,MCGtaw411 1.Ttio'.;appear-

'- I '1.



Second- year and begins the true linguistic stage of his

development at ,about eighteen months.

While the normal Childls, early 'babbling. includes

a wide range of sounds ,and: he is physically capable of
learning any -SOUrid. produced in any .tanguage, the ,oniy.

sounds that will be 'part of. Ms. language. system 4i/1 be

those in, the,1*Iguage, Of. -Ole people Za±QUd He will

leapt to distinguish among only the .SOundS, that make ,4

'00etence, :phonemes of his :language., ,A.

hi4':jpows up itt, .*riglish enitirOnMent!., for in-

stance, will not :produce the sound sequence tP, arict he

will not be -able to ,distinguish between atee'7, (mouth) and

EtieeM, '(Med-ICAna) beCauSa. tori1e doe's tiot make a difference

1n $$th 1P,. the EñgIish language. On the 9,00 hand.i

a childt '111'0' $t,k a 144v4;10,' Ot*Oi.rorit.fiatit, will not

produce the th sound Las in "thing" or "this") or 041*

vitsh -1?etwee;i'vear:,..40-t '013,e0i.40) because there is no th

460,00$ 0:-;k11,$4100414qQty:* the Navajo language.

4'4 0:,00niUkr ,t24s1460:'4. chii.d 41A, 04411414Y learn
to recognize and then use the grammatical 0A-4ti#4,$: of

0-07 '44g* around him, 40041! .)100-6 out the :Ir4404#41

poSsibilities not used in his language. His vocabulary

will 'expand as he learns the labels agreed on by his
, , , , , ,, ' 4 ' , ' ' , , '
4044 **04 to refer :'40- 00#.414 '04040 .# experiences.

A4'...-*.iits:L* * *:_ t o-0 0,04, 0-,1.t,*4-#v somewhat4 : 40004,:in& on
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the geographical. location, and -other factors. The. Navajo

child will learn to call l'snote' :tat, in Tciadlena and

'Sanostee and yap in Cottonwood andarid Greasewcioda Within

any' language .a Child :learns, the variationi, r dialect,

Spoken by 'his own: group. At the kindergarten. letrel_,

he probably hs no. need! .ttis- know any ,other of

-otatv IangUage=.- 4retatiVe- from another region' is

listing with 4iis 1;y, 'however, e may need to, riecog,i,

'ritze some .ditte-rerit. words or some differences in prOnUn=

:Ciati:Orti,- and VOX ]:=04 -0 4osp. 1f he hearS 079' en

tirely, 4$:4taterit: s:srstop$. -etwitoisot.,,

,stioh, as :Nay.45:y .aid leat4.1?02.11 -and be-come-
10144: children have an /100:40'-4494UST for language

learning that 4k reducedy 'when they :get-. older.

flexibility suggests *hat-, 'bilingual 'education

will be most successful when it is :implemented very early
in the school program. Native language haloit's. bootie-

the time a child reaches puberty arid are much
.

pro-

duet .:400, 4t40*- languages -;j:0,avos, them -otter, that
r

,

All growing children have many oE *hp,,,s010 obvious

basic needs, such as food, air and sleep. bWm137 of their

, , .



needs are not' so obvious, and still others are learned

and will not hold true tor ail.. groups of children.

A list o'f the specific needs of Navajo children has

been prepared 'by the' Navajo Area Office.4 It includes

the following 'which may be met at the kindergarten level:

I. Assistance 'and directiOn in developing ,Self=.

reliance and the successful modification of his
itejfi.trog6 for' modern. 4,0eds.:

2. Opportunities to a-ssuitte, his. share of te*porioi-
bility iatict to follow it through to _a, satisfac-
tory COnt41044i,..

:01.spoiirtiont with and Olt:etc:I:se.
choice '111i-4014:0g: idecisions, , to ,accept the con-
sequences, and still .:"retain --4 :feeling: 'Of '1:00e

*4 :00.00.tarY *0) 'h4g. 00010 .-a
f:061".#4, 'of for any 'situation.

.

'0141).9#1,40#.11,0.* to 4:avgloP.; -$0000' physical ànd,
-1000tat

6. :'TO;4eVel:op and maintian pride in his OWn, culture
and --4,-tetpect:, understanding,,, and appreciation
bE' OthOti

7. To '40044 0044.4140t1. 00, ;§.1(01:$ in g0i31,401). and

1P1:41410-4')

I 04, Ade:. "ttth Isis 'Of 'N'ava,'`O: i16'.
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A ,§tuderit of any age _learning English must learn to

heart and then produce,, tN4:7enty.foUr ,distinctive consonant

soUticis The term for distinctive sOi,4n.d'S is "phoneme,."

The ,Sy;n1;i0i, used for each of these IsOtincts is enclosed in

slanted lines, (I 1)-; andànd'is Oftenot the same eS' the
,SyrtibO1 wh$.0,..0-preSentS the :sound :in. cCorenti-onal. spe

ling. SOme sounds :a:te, :spelled in several ways,
at

:stionct in, feEr :photoj and enou. The Sy:Stern.
of notatlion, usirit'hOre,,,41lowo one sytnbol to consistently

.repreSent one di:StiriCtiVefSOutiC These 'phorietnes- are

,c14sSitfie4 ,eccotdint, to the 114 they are ',pronounced, , and

each *§ fO:i1OVP:0,15Y,.40 -el**14e l'sli,C,Otiveltitl4ilat. orthography.

Voles Voiced'

Stops -(sound* produced /p/ 21,e
coMPlete, closing of

e. passage of air-, t tie /d/
tOug -t: e trici*th):

_ ..

Og;

sate
ant

1.1c*/ _ tg/'
Affricates ,:Chair: /3/,

89t0i
friction sound):

, s ' , ' : , '

n ,
followinghe ,:cOnOeSi,We: analysis i was i:1**Wn: from:1+1,46i,

R. itilitairitd,ultitiCduidOrleatherS:OftfigliSh in
-

'fidettAtteit
Center -fov:'Ap tOsoTrTi-1 -pp-:



,

Spirants (produced by a
'constriction causing
ffietibli in the mouth
but not completely
closing. the passage of
air):

quid s

ásals, 5406,41*00;:t Vith
f5T#,#0.atft,-,Of: air
flowing through the
nasal passage rather
.th4o, through, the
hipt4:04,

/f/ fair:
thing

ts/,

,/i/ shell
/h/ :hoUSe

very

this

Zebra

azure

/1/ light

/r/ rat.

/m/' an

name

sink

'WI

/y/

There are rcittti+.040Vo', vowel :01#10-0 41-

and these combine with the .0010100:**Is to form glides..

/e/ met

/85/ cat

/i/ ju.st

/9/ cut

/a/ father

iiY/ beat *- /uig/ boot

/eyr bait /civil boat
,

/ay/ bite taw/ bout
. - , '

. ' .'

/u/ .put

/9/ coat

tot Caught

both in the pronunciation of sounds which have Similar.

' r,,,,,

'



:positiont: in the phonological .i0t,ertis of the two Ian-
gUages and in, the :pronunciation Of :sounds_ :Which, occur

-14 One language, bUt: have ,no. -correspOndence In the other.

genetal.,the, speaker of Navajo 1,*s ,a tenser articu-i

lEitiOn of all Phonemes which -1* frequently 'carrie& over

irto 1.1j.,s :pronunciation, of English. The following. brief
deSIctipti.on of 'the .diffet!_ences.. bevileer), these .Sound sys=

descriptions. of 0.avajO by :Harty sHoi.jet2

and Robert Young.3 The symbols used to repreSent: the

Navajo sounds are those L have been :$0:900004 for
writing that 14tiig*age4.aiid are underlined. The English

tOUtid* ate tepte$ented by -:0yrril?Ol$ used in the 4h4rt

..above.

gah 'restbi)it

bibid 'his 'stomach'111

thfil I *S11°V7S tonne

ch94.1;1,.. 'hat

jávao. ',PhOnOlog. :UniVerSity of New
eklecc.' Publications in Anthropology, iNo, ,Albtiquer

University -,,of New Mexico Press,
. 1945.

"
Young , Robert. :;En 'LiSti,:ati*-!SecOnd 'Liangilage.,forNavetsst

--,;;Ak0VerViei4-=of-'4ert'a, ni:CrirtutM.Ea Linguistic Factors,
vised e,<d* 4,, Albuquerque: uquerqug;A;e4 Office,

Bureau of

Otifeteii66-".;.oir-44aVir; .. AtiAgluer ;New '14,exiccii,
4.s1418;PRi;...-.. 'Center Lor AP.01404:.

.016

,` , '
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dz

hw

kw

ti 9

dawn

.014,

$4-6h

ShOo-

atse

tah,
tteei?

ttptirigt
%While-he laughs'

'!frountaiti

Shodl

'.he i s walking .about

hatt

sat:tetyl'

401'

'hetet.'

now'

'let; it be ,sti-
.1il000l:

1,doyoty

''.cache'

frost"

"firSt
-fOottiinWOcidi



ts tSin 'wood

w Waa0 'bee weed'

X xi-S 'pus'

I ,xas ' oows

z .4449 'mouth,'

ill ,shaazlh- 1-knot'''

9 le 'one'
_._:. .....

_-:StOps

b is imilar 0: the 'gr41-ish iti':Spot...1
;Iia:443: speakers._,44 not 44;sting-tiisn:115ett4en 1p-/

and /b/ and often substittité their own b for both. $inte.
this :Stop never s*dAirs, .Sytla f.1:041; position, they'

often substitute final -0171W-*.ot reduce all

final :Stops to the Navajo d. In pronouncing the final

labial :stop ,speakers ' often retain a ,glottal do-

sure i '12:0;40*.e the .1:4140 ciosti:#e 'atict ,clo not make the

Navajo t, which followed by the velar
-spirant x, and t, its .0:-OttaltZed, :d'Ottilt,erpart:, have

no COre'SiiOndendeS in :English,i_ Navajo d is similar to

the: .-Enk1-41*,,,tt/ 'atop. ' The Navajo speake typically
ObStUUtes fOr lEngliSk Itt or ta posi-

tion ,ont). 9',or '9d for or /0/, In final position..



-

Navajo k is more heavily aspirated than its English

correspondent (i .e . produced with a stronger puff of

-4ir than English: /k/ 'Cook') and is =usually substi-

tuted for English; /d/ initial pOsit'iOn. Final /d/ is
usually -replaced- :by Navajo ,9._. '.The kw occurs only in

syllable initial ,position in bOth. languages. -(AS, _in '$rig- ,
.1404- 'quick' and V, has: no 'Eriglist). ,equivalent. -Navajo

.,4

A is similar to. the 'English A/ in_ i-SC'

Although not a iphoneme of ,English, e?:,oCcur-at the-

.beginni.rig, -Of 'syllables in such English forms as 'Oh, Oh!'-''. -;,

,SPOlc:pr$, -Al- Navajo frequently -,Stib,Stititte, It for _:stop ,.
-,

CorisOriantt:.; especially in 'Syllable- final position, 4,0d" ,:..

add it bef'-Ote, :initial --vowels :.4S, is :required in Navajo. -..
..,,

this: carry-over 'produces: the "choppy" -sOutiCt that_ -14011411y:

-chtertie-6- the :speech. :f' Navaj'os' leatoing. English.

Affricates

Navajo ch is more heavily aspirated than 'English
11.4

l'C't2: vo_iceless 'while -English 11/ is :voiced:.

"Therfe: 14: ondenoy for .speakers Of Navajo to substitute

j for both .f4/' and /1/ between vowels.

The lateral :affricates: 112.0-7ajo, t and have

no phonemic correspondences in English, but an analogous

cluster occurs in English and is usually replaced

With the 1Navajo, dl by speakers of Navajo.



There are also no English phonemic correspondences

'fOr the Navajo alveolar affridateS,, but bOt'h dz, -arid t_S:

resemble :the,'EngliSh; /t.St NakraSo ts is :rabre

:heat/4y aspirated than English ft-s/.4

There is no English equivalent for Navaj-o.-.ti..or ,t19.,

"Spitants,

:There 'are Trio Navajo torretporidentS -fOr /f, 'VI 9/ and

/0- and /v/ are produced in 4 visible

they stioutd..be; Ieartied, vith relative 'ease. Ini

tial 1:v/ may become b,:#r _ift and final, ./V1 usually be-

comes b. The sounds /0/ are more difficult for

the speaker of $4v4io to 44740, 'Oct 40-4,y be substituted

for toOth-

English /s2 z2 g/ and /i/ and Navajo s, z, sh and

zh are very similar and Present few problems to the

,IOPPOOr',-Ot-;NAV4i00, '4474img- ;ZOO=

The Navajo spirants x and have :06 ,equivalents

in English.

0o,:a'ssiAratoct than ,Navajo ;11,

104-p,17t,0:**04010'00,1#0)51004.

:1 -0-, :At, *0- th0.:gtigtiAti 'Qt'

ttatig:0,:f6*4:14*-0-tettcl::*0 prOnounce all English ,/jr,otho.
-same \ way rather than altering the tongue ,p001:490- as .do



speakers of English. English /r/ has no correspondent

in Navajo, and many Navajo speakers omit it or substi-

:*7 or 1. Elish. has. :no' :equivalent for 1..

'Nasals

'English /m/ and /TV and Navajo rn and n are similar

except that m can occur only in syllable initial position

in Navajo. Final /111/ ill.English is 'he4rd: ,as a ,rias4liod

the: ill'aV4O *00410V- closes:

nasalizes the preceding vowel and fails to release the
lips. Eitig--)4sh- /z/ does not occur in Navajo. It in4y- be

identified either with or Votael,:natdlOation.

SethiVOIAleis

Initial /w/ and /il in English are similar Aq.

and in Navajo .except for the greater friction in the

liaVajo, 'sounds. These semivowels occur only in consonantal

poSit:iOrts in Navajo- and do :npt form glides' as they do

iri

.'titbt4etS,

,- The vowel ,system, of English reportedly does not con-

stitute '04-49041#01A04,-for speakers -0 '0041.P- because

of the 16#)=Y-41-04: correspondences. -primary differences

,' ***ViEtct0:#4;9 vowel l*og-0.::.00ct-,o4P41t4too,g±a:o- '110e4= to

''44*:#444-6,14-.*oatot,Ukcisto4-4,4,i, and English Pit;ii001tP- a



greater variety of vowel 'sound Greater tenseness Of

the -tOrigUe and :OtherH aidSCIeS characterizes the ,articula-

tion of Navajo -vowels. They are also pronounced 'without

01:46- :sol-soorrimoti- 1.0 :EngliSh.,

'English and ,%iy/ are ;similar to Navajo arid.

In ,Navajo;,. hoqever, a réfipal s.,y3;141)1.0 containing I wszitaci,

assimilate to or- o. This does not occur

English:

&iglish /e/ treates- few problems for the speaker of

-Navajo, except when it occurs : V#h. an ,(5.4141446, as /03t/

The '040t0:# ,0i ,does occur in Navajo and is Oft.1.00, over

into 'English for the ,P#40Aq-1-4104- 1)0th10-Yit.'404 /ay/.

Sometimes i is ,§-0$0,4404 for 10/ in the middle of 1.410V4si,

English /, i/ ral:04i10/ -46, not ,occur Navajo. The

/EC/ when learned, .often ,substituted for 'English /a/

'and the

al as well as el may siiibiStjtute, for English /ay/. : 'The-

more Ottactilt for the

Navajo speaker to 104#1*:

00.440--:.6i-** more ':rounded than English Jo/ ,4*.t its

quality AT:440'0-- ,`4.06010g. to 00- surrounding
,- '400:

tt**',404g*)o'tindividual -0100.40-0,* .40404 of 1404j01
must learn to distinguish among $iig140h: /u, .044 and /-104/.



Consonant .:Clusters

,Consonatit clusters are rare in Navajo, and. clusters
Ensi:I=Sh. ',present, problem.: Similar ,affricates

are as 1:rk

/:t1 fgt., k1/.,- -40-14 and itt, for final /ks/ and
as and 'beds'., MuCk .the-.Navajo-

,spident s difficulty with noun 04-v0#- Inflections, may
: traced` to fiatUte to 'hear ,produce final

AtottltifiltIon of trvajo.:,-consorian ,naucti,inoo

restrict ed than ;that 0 English.

*-4y- ,begOt 41-13;14 :1?0,V :901.1Y-

Al y: Navajo consonant

1

inWeriCt -0404:: Speakers' Navajo have

difficulty *41* and 1#04.04itig consonants in final POOiri

tion- :1,44411.cW occur :t1.0tiy n their native: language-.

'0,V0410#0-.d#0.±:404 in their

4** 1444:-:4#444#00' #44:#2tii: itik01=t-;-:4004' 0#04.1si-

0,--,000-!4#001:00t*-41ff-0):00d0 are these:

A.

41;v:AS0i- pronouns 40.1 change the r forms. in the

"t000-1474:-:40. '0' -the' third person PTO0c44

#14' according :,-0-*..#01$# and -POO)



and gilder -(-14 the -singular),, 4 single -tiaValo :pronoun,

151, is- used fot all 'third person :genders nUmber and

CaSes:: thUS,00410: speakers may ha...Ve-' trotibIe ).eern'ing.

to use the *4-#40. forms correctly, . or may even use just

one ,form of the pronoun for all third' -person

With the Other: Vetp-Otiel, pronouns, the English cap* 'dis=,

inct ions are not matched by anything and the

,,SOrge typo:* of ierors may

in Navajo, object pronouns occur as prefixes on

the 'verb, rather than :0 14400000 forms.: The occurence

of the $00:4* -104-01*-000, object px.onoun's, may dau$4_.sOnie.

confusion for the Navajo speaker.

Possessive P.r.01101.** in English will 4)46, 40Pe

difficulty because the 00#0,41,* .requirements : are

-4Ufgt:00t. from those 15,9.so04--v*,0#9:#9**- in Navajo.

For iexample, ',1404Y,-154#0::ooct kinship terms must 041p'

',.01014t with :4i0ti$4001%t01 prefix in ;$0410-; whereas in

English it is possible to .4id.ythet4 alone in a general

*4h *00'0% **WA: VI!!.,

Pbs§es00=1 fOrm may seem strange to the Navajo speaker.

;
In' every possessive situation Navajo there must

be a possessive Pronoun prefixed to the noun Possessed.
" - s .

*Oti`T4:0* a noun in he 05se ss lye f#0. is given, the

Navajo phrase must include a possessive ,p-±,Opt#i prefix



as 14Oreatreri, i4'110.17:401 the marker for ,psciOetSion

goes 'with the possessed, rather than,th ,possessor` as in
`Engl.)** This ,p4ttex*, carried over .into account -s

for Si'411:119# standard' Ph;Va000- as t_he-VCqr' 'hiss :ghat -."

Plurals:

With few -exceptioris!,, avaio do not change
foto:to. ,exptes6- ,oingulav'.or '15]orat, Plurality of the,
subject usually indicated in the verb. Navajo .speakers

4110 ':thks,16.4Vt-Offt into English and say' something;.

like ".40 ftkovs,-& InstOad..of "The> :horses ate-

brd_,Otdet.

Word' or

;10**15-4* -11

-04-1:e: to

4:f-tot* wide:

a -1vely fixed: in .:both itatralo

in the two languages-. for
yen subject and :object, both occur in the same

;Navajo aent,erice; ,,the normal. order .is 'Ptil?;1044,,Object+'

verb :.. eni an indirect object is added;,- it Must always
ect- ,oblect. ,English not only has ya..dif-

opier ,Of ,elements the arrangement of elements

-soMei a exible
0; '40004:44441-4040#0, of Nii.Otds, occur as

04fticeS avaio tet
partrly explAin

fixes n

'suff` xeS in Erig1:1:stka

ot,o: omit 'nflec

1141§ may

4-041;. suf



.EngliSh prepositionS 41So constitute ,a 'potential

problem' Wo#I-Orciet ft:sr the v4v4TO speaker, who is ác-
I

,ciiPtOti104 to- the- ip-ot,0-0:70:4s. --45't 1'114 tt*Igilage,e, 4-These

usually occur as suffixes attached to the ,object, very

froth, -ghg140.- 1;4r-40So:ono A-#40;cti. ,044tit 40,

f0.40.0401#. forms before their objects. The English phrase

o.tos.44, would be expressed as bith711:

-=.ch17-°'01w4*.fl:> in 004:10,y. 'and therefore be replaced

with the more literal trati:Statiol

At Le

There are no words in Navajo which correspond exactly

t,oe, the ,English definite and indefinite artl-cles, (although
thetec-Ateil6tio,-14.1441*., can be used 0,§:tist-clet-tate:44o and

'114;v4i-o:40.4tsptp: may tke#efore. ,omit : the
articles in :English,; producing conStrUc-

.

S"-*Ot10 4"Book on tOte ',$=§ Ted."

Adjéctivés

With only 4.-fe* exceptions, 'there are no adjectives

in Navajo. The -.10sedt "footin to the adj6ctiVO'as it is
, 4

used in English is a "neuter verb" which occurs after the

teal4%00400044 sort of a relative clause. Eng-

lish *her6fOret'--ogoot04-..0 *,pe*,:oeino4t#41

c].ass to be 'OokrAlo,-is'po#10x.*104#4Tig English



*lay liave some difficulty ,using before nouns,

as in -pretty long 'after 'tkey can .prOdUCe

adj-ettives, in the ,prediCate,_pOSitiOnc, as In The, girl

is

Navajo Speakers often Ilse English pitch and stress

pat-tern-0, iriapproptiately when they are. learning the:

sUage:, These patterns are used in zogi* -cli.:tfeventiate

*004 'ctyPg* of 'f0400g, that are indicated in $0410, by

the use of particles.

.

11**voAp:I4Ogii4i0f4.44007Y represents opposites

1;y:rtions:,of- 41000* rather *44'1* the :antonyms that are

06'-400004Y- -*Oct in English. The Navajo :speaker _may; for

example, use the ,corresponding: opposites '"good"/"not good"

rather than

CittedtiOnt,

"-- In Navajo 900stioffiSAtf 400104 1:5Y, the -insertion of

a question particle into ,#4toopolty9,. ,$1.404:$4 quest 10fl5

*#*: formed in a variety of v4e001* with 'YO/no

responses are formed by -141:Ve#40P of #.P.:,.44b1,4 and the

finite verb, e.g., "Is this your *Ole- -,of '1'030 he )-1-ve,

hereV', or by '004 as in



"Y04 tp.' coming ?" Quest ions asking-. Inf Orriati:Ott

fOtriled, 'means- of ,O; question. VOVIi Which, occurs at rt

begMitiing of t'he que st,ion The $aVajo speaker- may have

considerable ;learning 'these. patterns:,, es=

Pqcially the inversion: form.
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IV. METHODS



The curriculum of the bilingual kindergarten should

provide for periods of formal instruction, informal learn-

ing, and creative and physcial activity. Only Navajo,

the first language of the children, should be used during

the first month of school. English should then be intro-

duced gradually as a second language of instruction.

late instructional material is divided into four

main areas: communication, creative expression, en-

vironmental concepts and relationships, and abstract

concept development. Each area includes a list of ob-

jectives, required materials or other preparation, and

suggested activities.

Within these areas, the curriculum of the bilingual

kindergarten should provide:

1. Varied directed experiences.

2. Opportunities and encouragement for individual
. exploration and discovery.

3. Dramatic play.

4. Creative activity.

5. Healthful surroundings.

6. Direct language instruction.

7. Reading readiness activities for developing
visual and auditory discrimination.

8. Music.

9. Stories and books.
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10. Security.

Permeating all areas of the kindergarten curriculum

should be a concern for developing concepts and oral lan-

guage proficiency.

Varied directed experiences

Some of the environment can be brought into the

classrooms - - animals, fish, plants, musical instruments,

and toy trucks. Some can be visited on field trips--

hospital, police station, store. Seeds can be planted,

rocks and leaves collected, and tadpoles observed as

they turn into frogs.

Varied language activities-can accompany the sen-

sory experiences suggested. First, the objects brought

into the classroom should have verbal labels. Children

should be encouraged to use these labels in reference.

More mature children will be ready to begin associating

a written symbol with an object, and many could be visibly

labeled with a Navajo word. These objects which the

children experience should provide many content words

for direct language instruction. Because the objects

are in the room, the children will want"to know what

they are and will have opportunities to use the words

over and over.
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Pictures can be taken during field trips and used

in various ways. Slides will stimulate class discussion

as children see themselves, their friends, and scenes from

a familiar experience. After free discussion, some chil-

dren might take turns describing pictures for an "oral

experience chart" to be tape recorded for later review

or presentation to parents or visitors. Such an activity

will incidently provide *an excellent record of language

growth for the class as a whole. Prints, perhaps taken

from slides, could be available in the room for spontaneous

language practice.

Ind== ividual exploration and discovery

Children shoUld have some opportunity to discover

more about their environment, social relationships, and

themselves in their own time and in their own way. The

school can provide this opportunity by allowing time in .

the schedule for free choice of activities and including

objects in the environment which will stimulate such ex-

ploration.

During this free time, language use can be encouraged

by teacher and aide. They should circulate quietly among

the children asking

Ha9gtqf baa



r--

(What are you doing?), and listening. This quest5.on should

be asked in Navajo at the beginning of the kindergarten

year and the adult may help provide labels the child needs

in the language and may not have acquired yet.

Among the activities available during this period

should be several which require language. Telephones

may be introduced into the room, for example. A tape

recorder should be ,available for experimentat ion; many

children will enjoy talking Dr -ingitig and hearing their

own voices. Pic -tures and objects used in directed les-

sons- should' be available for-further exploration. The

children will have heard the labels for these items and

l*ehaps be better able to use them in verbalizations.

It it als0 during this free time that the teacher

will best be able to gt the shy child to cotmunicate

Verbally when :he will be less reticent than before the

group. The emphasis during this period should be on

language fluency.

Dramatic play

The play hogan or doll corner will be a major in-

centive for dramatic play. The situation should provide

an opportunity for the children to practice the com-

mon household words they are most likely to know in Navajo.

In this setting, those who do not know the necessary voca- .

bulary will hear the words used by other children.
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Hats or other clothing often stimulate role playing

in children. After studying community helpers, for in-

stance, replicas of the hats worn by nurses or police-

men should be available for use in play situations. Blocks

are adaptable for making jails, hospitalsl Or whatever is

deSited.

Hand and stick puppets are easy for young children

to manipulate* and a variety Should be made available

-during the year: Some should-be presented -during Story

time and then left accessible to the children. Others

'might be introduced. during directed language activities.

*60t,Of th&s-0.404tiOvi4y*Ol occur during the

loosely :scheduled blOOk of time 4110-tiled, for free choice

of activities. .Some ,Shoulds be on a more organized= basis,

And-Many of the language leSsons will cal for dramatic

activities to give Meaning-to action words or a more

Interesting setting for pattern drills.

Creative activity

Varied media should be available in the classrooms

to encourage creative activity. This could include rocks,

leaves, weeds, flowers, sand, paint, scrap paper and

paste. These 'activities provide good opportunities to

teach colors and shapes, particularly with pre-cut cir-

cles, squares, and triangles of construction paper to be

assembled and pasted in original designs.
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Healthful surroundings

It is of course important from a health standpoint
to provide proper ventilation, temperature, and nutri-
tion. With some imagination, even lunchtime can become,

0 addition:, a language activity. Pattern practices,
for instance, may be used as the children are served or
serve one another. It is important that the patterns
uSed- in theSe, situations be 'Simple and ,consistent, par-

titUlariy if they are in the Second language. Many

teachers have recognized the motivational value of

-,Snack time for .1-*gita:ge :learning, but it is a mistake

to require, -"May I please have a ,' as some have

,done. tba frepleptly, **OA:ring complex -patterns before

simple ones lialre been masteted, results in fruStration

'arid Silence.

Direct language inStruction
The *Mediate ,gOAIS of language instruction are

t:O have the.-Childten. discriminate and ptOdiic-e the dis-

tincti:Ve sounds ,(phonerrieS) 'of 'the 'language or languages

to be taught, to interpret -and; produce the basic sen-
'tence pattero-,- atio to acquire an adequate vocabulary.

The, sounds' of a language are not taught in isolation,
just as ,sentence. structures -Cannot be taught without using

'WOO strung together. Insofar as possible,' however, each

3+



succeeding language activity presented to children

should add only one new element to what has already been

learned:-" "I:iriguist s have emphasized teaching the sound

system and structural processes; they become automatic

and have therefore often been ignored as part of language

deVelopMent. When the structural frame** has been learned

using a-limited number -of words-, the required vocabulary

can easily be. added.. 'This it. not to 'suggest that the

vocabulary is not iMportanti. the question it only one of
initial emphaisit and ,perspective. Consideration, It given

10 the ,SUggetted activities tor the. year :to-- the selection

of vocabulary :content for the language aCtiVitiet.

The .elements of latigUage. are learned' 10 the- following

.order: Listeningl speaking, reading,, ,Writing. Children

:should first hear -the 'language -acid then be reqUired to

prOduCe what they -hav;e7.heard;. leading and writing come

only alter some .flUency.:has been aChieVed in tpeech and

,even then;, the initial written; material should contain
no ttrUCtures which have not first been introduced orally.

PireCt inttrUction :should be :given to all children
in both:$ava10 -and, 'English. in brief, ,-- regularly scheduled

14%00 ,Pe'riodS,. 'although only Navajo should be. taught

for the 11,:t.,St .month. of school.
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Vocabulary should be presented within these structures.

Whenever possible, more than one object should be used to

illustrate the range of meaning appropriate to each word.

Reading ReadinesS. Activities

In addition to the general concept and language

4eVeloptent aims of the entire kindergarten curriculum,

the 'reading readiness .period: will proMote Skills in
auditory and visual diStrimination and in letter knowledge.

While the capacity to -diScrithinate is. partially 'thatUrational.,

these SkilIS- -Can be developed to A gt.,6at extent. While

auditory .diScriMiriatton, is essential in :hearing the sounds

Of ,new. laxigUagej andlahlle 'discrimination is an

_prereqUisite for eventual. teaang, the readiness

saCtivit ies 14 themSelveS are worthwhile on Several counts.

-Both -group and individual actiVitieS _provide additional

situations' for language Use: 'Children will have the

oppOrtunity tO- learn ai-Much as they are ready to learn

Without being frustrated pressure to do more or

.curriculum restraints preventing, maximum progress.

.AuditO-ry cti:gcrimination, begiriS with discrimination

of g:voo, .000. difference, and, visual discrimination be-

gins with ObSe,ct 0. The.. -concept "-sate- and "different"

*90-14 be taught at this time. Hold up two identical

'penci'ls and= ask



When Navajo is the primary language spoken in the

children's homes, it can be assumed that they have a fair
control over the sound system of the language when they

come to school and also know quite a bit of its grammar

and 'vocabulary. Lessons in English should assume no

contact at all with the language, and should teach the
,sound system as well at thé, basic sentence patterns.

SI.Milar Vocal? Ulary items may be preSented through

the struCtureS, -Of both language s, although lexical equiva-

lence is not necessarily deSirable. ..Function words, will

be :needed both languages, of ,dOUr Se,, and the content

..Words should be- 'selecte4 for *Mediate need. and useful-

ness in Each :latigtage. WordS 'relating _tO borne and family

will ,,partj:cularly useful in 'Navajo, and wOrds relating

tO ,sdli.Ool in EngliSh. All of the .actiVitieS and experi-
ences. Of :the_ kipaergoteri, ,prOgrain- should be designed to

.develop the concepts for -which can be prOvided

in 'both Istivajo- and English.

)3eginhin& -in, :the_ third month of school, the sound

contraSt! which exist in English, but not in Navajo,
ShoUld, be taught-. The graimnatical patterns and function

words -of Eng4sh shOuld be _presented, in the sequence out-

lined- in the English .curriculum guida.1

MuriEl'R. Curriculum -,GUide for Teachers of
in Kindergarten's for NairaTTCHITdren,, Washrigton,
Tinter for Applied Linguistics, 19691 pp, 6-15.
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-, Awr "an,1,,,,M.0,41 41...941_,, .........3.4. V .04;+1

Dash t9Ag. aheelt9e?
.

(Are these the same?). The children should be able to
respond

Aoo9, t9A.6 aheelt9e.

(Yes, they are the same). Then hold up a Pencil and a

pen and ask the same question. The children should answer

.14dakal, .dOo aheeit9ee da, Eli OSA' aV44:

(No, , those Areekl.t the same. Those, are different.). A

:44):Ar procedure should be 'followed ,asking.

Difsh. al944, At 9e?

,(Are these different?).

those ,children. 'who perceive these differences may

,iadVance pictured representations of. obleCtS,. and then

to /etters, that have very different shapes, such as T
andi 0.

A variety of .games for :auditory and visual discrimi-
nation have been 'developed. Many of these -will be suitable

-tor- ,gtolv_:41.00,zitial.vi.awaactiv#ies in the kindergarten

vrogaiss,avorig. WIth others designed specifically for the
N4vaj:o ingual classes.
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All reading readiness activities will prepare the

children to begin reading in Navajo before they begin

reading in English. The script adopted by the 1969

Conference on Navajo Orthography2 will be used. The

alphabet is listed on pages 14 and 15 of this guide. It

recommends 'the followin:g prosodic marker's:

1. Length is -indicated by double letters, e.g.
aa.

2'.- ii-ligh,..tOne is .i:nd'ic'ated by above letter, e.g.
ela4

3. VaSali:Zetion is' indicated, by hook under letter,

2:

'Since the names of the letters will be used- by teachers

;and: Children in the -reading readiness program, the following

COnclusiOns ,-of the, -Conference-are also Of great interest:

1. 'The vowels' èhoül4be referred- to by their
1,NaVajO, ihat soUndect.

'2. The ,cOnsonants should be referred' to by their
Ahgli0000§:

3.. -The tone -mark and the -nasalization hook could
be referred- to e.tther in English or in Navajo.

2-Conference- on-NaValo,;Orthography, Albuquerque, New
19_69aWashingt on, 15 ..c .1 Center for

Applied: tingiii St-it's



Music

Walking in line is fun to martial music, creative

movement inspried by varied melodies, and language use

encouraged by the addition of rhythm, rhyme, and group

response. Navajo songs should be taught, such as Shif

NAsha (The Navajo Happiness Song). While structure and

vocabulary are not controlled in songs in English, many

will later provide excellent phonological drill and use

repetitious patterns suitable for this age and language

level.

Musical games provide as much opportunity for the

children to practice pronunciation errors as correct

responses, and the teacher must be especially alert to

the language habits being developed during such informal

drill if the songs are in English.

Stories and books

Stories should be told or read to the children each

day and books always made available for "picture reading."

Most stories (all during the first month) should be read

in Navajo, and selected for suitable interest level. Pic-

tures are important clues to meaning when vocabulary is

limited.

Film strips are available, and some provide marve-

lous illustrations for effective story telling. A few
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are worth translating into Navajo for use in the kinder-

garten program.

Specific skills for handling books may be taught,

such as starting at the front or care in turning pages,

but the most important lessons here will be in the ap-

preciation and enjoyment of stories.

Security

No block of time can be set aside in the schedule

for "security." The curriculum will contribute to it

by providing routine--stable sequences in the daily ac-

tivities.

The instructional materials will add to the chil-

dren's security by providing for levels of maturity and

capacity without frustrating even the slowest.

Above all, the total school environment will be

accepting, emphasizing the value of each child.
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The daily kindergarten schedule should be flexible

enough to allow for individual and group differences,

increasing periods of formal instruction during the school

year, special events or projects, and even variations in

the weather. The following schedule is a suggestion of

how time might be allotted during the first weeks of

school:

9:00-9:10 Opening Activities
Greetings
Name Tags

Learn names of others.
Recognize own name in written form.

Abstract Concept Development
Number Concepts
Colors
Shapes
Reading Readiness Activities

9:10-9:30

9:30-10:00

10:00-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15-11:45

11:45-12:30

12:30-12:50

Snack Time
Teachers and children talk in Navajo

about the snack or other topics.

Creative Expression
Art
Music
Free Choice of Creative Activities

Outdoor Play

Environmental Concepts and Relationships
Science
Health
Social Studies

Lunch Time

Communication
(Navajo only during the first month.)

Stories
Review and Discussion of Day's Activities
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12:50-1:00 Prepare for Going Home

When English as a Second Language is introduced in

the third month, the daily schecule might look like this:

9:00-9:10 Opening Activities

9:10-9:30 English as a Second Language

9:30-10:00 Snack Time

10:00-10:20 Abstract Concept Development

10:20-10:50 Creative Expression

10:50-11:15 Outdoor Play

11 :15 -11:45 Environmental Concepts and Relationships

11:45-12:30 Lunch Time

12:30-12:50 Navajo Stories, Oral Language Development

12:50-1:00 Prepare for Going Home

By spring, more time should be allotted for directed

periods of learning:

9:00-9:10 Opening Activities

9:10-9:30 Reading Readiness
Letter Names (in Navajo)
Auditory and Visual Discrimination

9:30-9:50 Snack Time

9:50-10:20 English as a Second Language

10:20-10:40 Creative Expression

10:40-11:00 Outdoor Play

11:00-11:20 Abstract Concept Development
Number Concepts
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11:45-12:30 Lunch Time

12:30-12:50 Oral Language Development
Stories in Navajo told by teachers

and students.
Introduce stories in English with
visual aids to illustrate meanf:mg.

12:50-1:00 Prepare for Going Home



VI. PREPARING 'THE CLASSROOM

a

::-
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The school environment at the beginning of the year

should be as close to that found at home as possible.

The following objects might be brought into the class-

room by teachers, aides, or other people in the community:

dab iistl9O loom

maabeehZ aweeshchlin Navajo doll

akhaa? wool (yarn)

yaateeI sheepskin

dame% 13,(9 play horse

biyeel saddle

azAh 919i bridle

hooghan hogan

tsin trees

lo9k9eh fireplace

chizh fire wood

manise9 ch9i1 plants

t9AA dine bi94e9 Navajo costume

sis lichi91 sash belt

tilehf moccasin

ak99 fruit and vegetable seeds
, .

sem bee sikani sand box

t9g1 dine bileets9a9 Navajo dishes

agheAk rattle

gsaa adeesti9Onigii drum



Asaa.bee i3xtazhi drum stick

tse rocks

aweet s9aal cradle

tse bee ak9aashi grindstone

naadi49 corn

dAAbalii shawl.

hashWish mud (native clay)

tsints96si play sticks

t19(561 ropes

akalii bich9ah cowboy hats

ts944 Navajo basket

adee9 gourd

ats'os feather or plume

tosh j eeh water jug

honishgish poker, fire

Adistsiin stirring sticks

be9ezhOO9 hairbrush (straw or grass)

tsedaashj449
or grinding stones

daashch9ini

Widah vi9nilf saddle blanket

1g9 beheti9OO1 hobbles

Since it is very important at this stage to also

include the language of the home in the classroom, please

check this list of Navajo words to see if it is correct



for your area. If a different word. is used by the children
and their families, USE THAT WORD INSTEAD OF THE ONE LISTED

HERE.

a
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VII. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL



A. Communication

1. Navajo

a. Objectives

To help the child learn that listening is
basic to all learning.

To help the child develop mannerly ways of
listening in conversational situations.

To help the child to associate and relate
what he hears to experience.

To help the child express ideas.

To give the child an opportunity to relax.

To teach some of the Navajo vocabulary which
the child may not already know.

b. Activities

1) Many stories should be told by visiting
parents, teachers, or aides.

2) Present the White Horse Story and the
Skunk Story on different days with the
use of a flannel board and felt pieces.
The children may be given the responsi-
bility of putting up certain felt pieces.
The children listen and watch as the
teacher presents the story. After the
story is.finished, the teacher may ask
questions of the children. The teacher
might then ask for volunteers to present
the story a second time.

3) a) The teacher models by placing a rock
under and on top of the sheep skin.

b) The teacher asks individuals where
the rock is when it is in each
position.
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c) The teacher asks individuals to place
the rock in a certain position to
evaluate and reinforce their under-
standing of the concepts and labels.

d) The children should be permitted to
model as teachers and repeat the
activity if time permits.

4) Introduce the ptitaty colors red, blue
and yellow in the Navajo language.- Have
the children paint in the color or colors
of their choice. Talk about the colors
and the pictures.

5) Encourage conversation during lunch time
and dOting various school activities.
Ask the children. to tell you about what
they are doing, and listens
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c. Sample Navajo Lesson

1) Objectives

To understand some poRitional relation-
ships and be able to express the follow-
ing concepts in Navajo: on/under,
behind/ in front of, inside/beside.

2) Materials

Table, Indian doll, drum, stick, large
box, and pictures (included).

Activities

a) Place the drum on top of-the table
and describe its poSition to the class:

Aiaa? bikg9 adgnf bikgA9 s194.

:Have the children repeat the sentence.
Then ask individual children where
the -druM is and have them repeat the
same sentence again.

b) Show the picture of the drub on the
table and repeat the same prodedute.

c) Place the drum under_the table and say:

Asaa? bik1.49 adgni biyaagi #94.

A6k the children- where it is, _and
repeat with the appropriate picture.

d) Continue to illustrate positional
-relationships, first with objects
and then w_ith the pictures. The
following ,Navajo sentences should
be introduced:

Aweeshchiin doo asaa9 bikgg9 adgnf

bikgg9 sinil.

(The doll and drum are on top
of the table.)



Aweeshchiin doo asaa9 bikgg9 adgni

biyaagi sinil.

(The_siall and drum are __under the
table.)

Ashkii tsin bidaahji dah yootf,-(1.

(The boy is holding the stick in
frOnt of him.)

Ashkii tsin bine? if, dah yoot(-41:

.(The boy is holding the stick
behind- hit.)

Asaa9 doo tsin ashkii bidAghq

(The drum and stick are in frOnt
of the boy.)

Asaa9 dOO-tsin ashkii bine9'f sinil.

(The drum ...and stick are behind-
the boy.)

AWgeshchift t$its9aa9 ii sits.

(The doll is in the box.)

Ashkii tsits9aa9

(The boy is standing in the box.)

AWegshchfin tsits7a6.9 yiighats!ii sidg.

(The doll is beside the box.

re 00
Asaa9 tsits9aa blighahgoo si94.

(The drum is beside the box.)

e) The children may take turns placirg
the objects on, under, behind, in
front of, inside, or beside another
object and asking others where it is.



f) When most of the children can express
these positional relationships, other
objects in the room or other pictures
should be added. If a few children
cannot express these concepts, they
should be given additional direct in-
struction by the teacher or aide while
the rest of the class is continuing
with another activity.
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2. Introducing English

Navajo should continue to be the only language
of instruction during the second month in classes
where-the-children-are-fluentin-NaVaie.
will be introduced during this period, but pri-
marily to help develop a motivational state of
readiness in the children to learn the second lan-
guage. The limited English content during this
period will also help to familiarize the children
with the new sounds and intonation patterns. Les-
sons this month involve only exposure to the sounds
of English in an informal settingand the teacher
and aide should continue to use only Navajo for
All other activities during. the day.

a) Objectives

To introduce English into the classroom in
an .informal and pleasant Manner.

To let the children hear English intonation
patterns, both.as spoken by the teacher and
by a male, native English-speaking storytel-
ler.

To expose the children informally to sounds
not used in Navajo, such as the in/ of sink,
the /r/ of run, and the /a/ of them.

To let the children hear familiar sounds in
new word positions, or in new combinations,
as the /m/ of autumn and the /sn/ of snow.

By using pictures and activities for which
concepts have been developed in Navajo, to
convey the idea that English can express
similar concepts: that is, it has meaning.

b) Materials

Four pictures of trees and leaves used in
science, the ten white sheep used in abstract
concept development, flannel board pictures
for "Engine on the Wheels" (pattern included),
tape recorder, and tapes of "Ten White Sheep"
and "Engine on the Wheels" and the poem "Sing
a Song of Seasons."



c) Activities

1) Say this poem using four pictures of trees
and leaves drawn to illustrate the science
lesson on seasonal_cbanges.

Sing a song of autumn,
Leaves are falling down;
Sing a song of autumn,
Leaves are golden brown.

Sing a song of winter,
It is icy cold;
Sing a song of winter,
When it snows, we're told.

Sing a song of springtime,
Trees are getting green;
Sing a song of springtime,
New flowers to be seen.

Sing a song of summer,
Childten in the sun;
Sing a song of summer,
Let's all see theth run.

Hold up the appropriate picture for each .

stanza as you play the tape 'recording
of the poem. Let individuals or small
groups of children listen to the tape,
if they wish, on subsequent .days.

2) Place the ten white sheep on the flannel
board or let ten children hold them. Say
the poem, removing the sheep one by one
as indicated.

Ten white sheep are standing in a line.
One goes away and now there are nine.

Nine sheep standing oh, so straight.
One goes away and now there are eight.

Eight white sheepone's name is Kevin.
He goes away and now there are seven.

Seven white sheep are chewing on sticks.
One goes away and now there are six.
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Six white sheep are glad to
One goes away and now there

Five white sheep. _How many

be alive.
are five.

more?
are four.One goes away and now there

Four white sheep are looking at me.
One goes away and now there are three.

Three white sheep are looking at you.
One goes away and now there are two.

Two white sheep are standing in the un.
One goes away and now there is one.

One white sheep is standing all alone.
He goes away and now there is none.

3) Play the poem on the tape recorder. Let
children' remove the sheep one by one as
directed on the tape. (The children do
not need to understand the words, to parti-
cipate, but, only the concept that the
sheep are to one by one.)

4) Have the tape and flannel board available
so that individual children or small groups
may choose to listen again and act out
the poem.

5) Play the tape of "Engine on the Wheels"
and put the appropriate pictures on the
flannel board while_ the poem is in pro-
gress. Whenever the wheels go "round-
round-round," make a circular motion with
fists or hands.

(a) (Put engine and wheels on flannel board.)

There are three round wheels upon the ground,
And on these wheels there was an engine.
With wheels on the ground,
The engine makes the wheels go

round-round-round.

(b) (Add the chair.)



And on the wheels there was a chair.
With the chair on the wheels
And the wheels on the ground,
The engine makes the wheels go

round-round-round.

(c) (Add the girl.)

And on the chair there was a girl.
With the girl on the chair
And the chair on the wheels
And the wheels on the 'ground,
The engine makes the wheels go

round-round=raund.

(d) (Add the hat.)

And on the girl there was a hat.
With the hat on the girl
And the girl on the chair
And the chair on the ground,
The engine makes the wheels go

round-round-round.

(e) (Add the rose)

And on the hat there was a rose.
With the rose on the hat
And the hat o_n the girl
And the girl on the chair
And the chair on the ground,
The engine makes the wheels go

round - round - round.

(Add the bee.)

And on the rose there was a bee.
With the bee on the rose
And the rose on the 'hat
And the hat on the girl
And the girl on the chair
And the chair on the wheels
And the wheels on the ground,
The engine makes the wheels go

round-round-round.



.

6) Let the children listen to this tape,
also, when there is a free choice of
activities. They may put the flannel
board pictures up in sequence as they
listen.

7) Have other tapes and records of stories
in English available for this daily "ex-
posure" to the sounds of English.
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3. Basic Sentence Patterns

Formal English instruction will begin by the
third month in most classrooms, but no verbal
responses from the children will be required in
-the first--fift-e-enlessons. Theyobserve first,
then perform only familiar actions in response
to the verbal cues. The children do not have to
pronounce words until they recognize them and
understand their meaning. Action verbs, rather
than nouns, are introduced first to permit ac-
tive responses on the part of the children and
actual demonstrations of meaning in presentation
by the teacher and response.

Children who already know some English will be
able to progress through these activities very
rapidly. Children who know no English will pro-
bably progress at the rate of one lesson every
day or twD. There is no reason for all of the
children to do the same thing each day, but keep-
ing them in two or three groups for language in-
struction may be :convenient for the teacher.

During this, period, no more than 30 minutes a
day should be spent on English, but it is im-
portant to have it a daily activity. Mote time
will be added in later stages.



LESSON 1

Focus: Present progressive tense and commands.

New Words: I, he, she, it, am, is, walk, run, jump,
sit, stand.

Activities

1. Demonstrate each of the five verbs to the class.
Say

I am Walking,

as you walk, and

am, sitting.

as you sit, etc.

Give a 'command to 'tht aide and then describe his (her)
action. Fpt instance, tell 'him (her)

Stand!

and then- say

He (she) is- standing.

Sit!

He ;(she) is sitting,.

Continue untilaIl five verbs have been demonstrated.

3. Give a command' to several children, one at a time,
and describe their action. Say to one child

29

and then say to the class

He (she) is jumping.

Continue until all five verbs have been dtMonstrated,
And until all children have ,a chance to participate
and demonstrate an understanding of -the five Verbs



4. Show the appropriate pictures to the class as you
say the following sentences:

He is sitting.

She is running.

He is

It is lumina.

She is walking.

Plade the same five .pictures where the children can
see all of theM--perhaps pinned to a bulletin board.
Repeat each sentence and have individual children
point to the picture which, goes with it.
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LESSON 2

Focus: Present progressive and commands.

New Words: we, you, they, are, eat, drink, sleep, play.

Activities

1. First use the new verbs with the singular pronouns
introduced in Lesson 1. Use real food and liquid
to illuStrate eating and drinking.

I am:drinking.

I am-eating.

I am sleeping. (Pretend to be sleeping.),

I aMplaYing.

Give a command -to the aide and deScribe his (her).
action.

He (she) iSeating, etc:

Act out any of, the nine Verbs-with the-aide or a
Child and say

ikate7-7ing.

Give a command and then say-to the child responding

You are =itig,

'GiVe a command to -more, than one child at the same
time. Say to the class as the children are responding

141221.

4. Show the;apprOpriate pictures to the class as-you
Say the following sentences:

Aelseatingi t6)

Shejseating,. (7)

s; eating (8)
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They are eating. (9)

She is drinking. (10)

It is drinking. (11)

She is: sleeping. (12)

He is playing. (13)

She is ,playing. (14)

They are playing. (15)

Place five or six pictures-where, the Children can
see them, repeat some of the sentences above, and
have -children point to the appropriate picture. _Use
Aifferent,cOmbinations of pictures until all can be
recognized'.

Use the sentences which have been presented in _teal
class Situations. At, snack time, for instance, point
to individual children and say

He eating .

She is drinking, etc..

During play- time, pOint to A- group and say

They, areplaying.

If. aHchiid falls Asleep, _during rest ,time, use the
chance to illustrate

He is sleeping.



LESSON 3

Focus: Proper nouns and the conjunction of nouns.

New Words: and, (use the children's names).

Activities
1. Give commands to the children as before., adding

their names to the command and description.

Walk, Joel

Joe is walking.
Eat, Mary,:

;Mary, is :eating.

2. Let the children talts turns. performing any action
'described so fat. Say the appropriate sentence -as.
each is being carried out.

Dick is l itu_1121._.

Nan Cy, is Walking,.

Bill is stariding,.
'Give, coMinandS .t,o two children and describe the action
of both.

Mary and Joe are- ,Sitting,.

,Dick and :Bill are jumping.

Let pairs Of c.hildren choose- activities to perform
and describe the ,action.,

\
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LESSON 4

Focus: Definite article.

New WOrds: the, boy, girl, horse, cat, doll.

Activities

1. Give a command to one boy as before. Describe his
action, -Using proper. noun, pronoun_, and common noun.

Run; Joe:

Joe, is running,.
../r

it,,tunnitig.

The box is running.
Repeat with 'a

Walk, ,Maryl-

Mary is

She IS 'walking,:

The girl, isWalking*

Continue with all verbs, alternating between boys
and girls.

2. Use 'a doll much, as a ,puppet and pretend that it it
perfOrming some Of' the actions. -Describe them.

The doll is ptanding,

iThe doll Is jtutiping, etc'.

3., Use all of the,picttires described earlier and describe
them again, using 'both pronounS and common -nOians.

She is eating. The girl, Is eating:* (.7)

Be IS eating. The Lox is eating,: (6)



It is eating. The cat is eating. (8)

They are eating. The toi and the girl are eating.

4. Describe a picture and let individual children select
the picture being talked about.
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LESSON 5

Focus: Negative.

New Words: not.

Activities

1. Walk back and forth in front of the class and say

I am not running.

I am not sleeping..

I am not

I am walking.

2. Call on individual children and pairs of children to
perform an action and describe each in the sameJman-
ner.

He is not ,sleeping.ONIMEM 0

He is not walking.

He is not eating.

He is itmi jaLs.

Substitute proper nouns (Joe) and common nouns (the
boy) for the pronouns in these descriptions.

3. thow the pictures which already have been introduced
and make a negative and then a positive statement
about each.

The girl is not eatins.

The girl is sleeping, (12)

4.. Have. 'five children stand in front of the class. Tell
one to sit. Point to the four and say

.211.21 are standing.
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Point to the one and say

He is not standing. He is sitting.

Repeat with other children and all verbs.



LESSON 6

Focus: Prepositional phrase.

New Words: to, on, over, under, chair, table; door,
wlndow.

Activities

1. 'Walk around the room,. describing :Where you are going.

I am -,walking, to the chair.
I am Walking to the table.

I ain,Valking to the door:

I ant walking: to the WindoW:

Give commands to individual children, but; do not yet
include the destination in the command:

Run, Joel

Do include the direction when describing Joe's action:

Joe :is running, ;to the door.

Jump, nal
Mar is. um in to the --window.

3. .M4 the other- prepositions in :similar descriptions.
I f:Irn, sitting the Chair.

The doll is,,sittink on the ,,chair.

The d011 is ,sitting under the chair.

The 1221 is standin& on the chair.

The 120i- is jumping .Oyer' 'tries Chair.

4. Have individual children perforM some activity in
relation to one of the nouns named and: ,describe what
they are doing tO the class-.
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The boy is sitting under the table.

The girl is running to the chair.

Continue until each child who desires has had a turn.
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LESSON 7

Focus: Prepositional phrases in commands.

Activities

1. Give commands to the whole class for them to follow
together.

Walk to the vindow. ____---

Jump to the door.

Sit under .the, etc.

Give similar commands to individual children. 'Their
ability to follow these directionS will let you know
-if they understand' the verbs, nouns, and prepositions
which have been presented so far or if further drill
is needed. by sc$rte of them.

Give two commands to one child and have him fdllow
them in seqUente.

Walk to the door. ,Jump to the table.

Some children will be able to follow three or four
directions in sequence 'at this time. This is good
practice in 'listening, to ,English.

Tape record some of the directions and let the children'
practice following them from the, voice, cue alone,- -
without seeing the speaker. 'Individual children may
Choose to listen to the tape and ,follow the directions
as a free activity. Although they are not yet re-
quired to speak English, some may choose to repeat
the Commands at this }.t ime-.



LESSON 8...

Focus: Demonstrative pronoun (this).

New Words: this, a, an, desk. radio, chalkboard,
tape recorder, airplane, eraser.

Activities

1. Touch objects- in the room for which English labels
have already been provided and say,

This is a chair.
!!"."`",

is a

This is a .dbot, etc.

Add: desk, box, radiO, 'chalkboard-, tape. recorder.

Touch the two-, objects to be i:ntstOduced 'which begirt
with vowel sounds and 'Say

Thit, is an airplane.,

'This is an eraser.

At this :time, the children need -only recognize that
airplane and eraser are preceded: 1Dy air.,

3. Small pictures of -door, window, doll., table, ,deak,
boX1, cat,, chair, horse, airplane., boy, and girl have
been iiroVided. (16-47)4 Cut out each and paste on
separate, 3 x.,6 pieces of tagboard to 'serve- as flesh
cards. Any additional, pictures of the objects which
have been named may also be 'used. DiStribUte. the
pictures to, tne children. Touch an :Object in the
room, -saying -4, ore-

thIs is a
The child vto has the picture of that object should
then stand and show it to the class or return it to
the teacher.



4. Children who do not know these words in English may
be drilled as a small group using the flash cards,
objects,. or other pictures.
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LESSON 9

Focus: This/that differentiation.

New Words: that, floor, record, record player, tape,
clock.

Activities

I. Touch one of the familiar objects and say as before

This is a chair.

POint to ,a famIliar object :across the room and: say

That is a table.

Continue: reviewing the names -of. ,objects, using, this
when close enough to touch, and that when too far

2. Introduce. the new .nouns in the same patterns, 'using
objects for illustration: clock, floor,: -record,,
record player, tape,. Use the flash cards as before.
When a child stands to show his picture this time,
hOwever, oint to it 'and 'say,

That A

3. :Have five children :hold i;ssictures, in .front. of the
class and you hold five different ones. -Shark one
of your Own and Say

This lb,

'Point to one. of- the children's and say

That.. is ,a

.4. The cards may :again be used -to, drill any ,Of, the,
children who do not 'know these words English.



LESSON 10

Focus: Direct object.

New Word's: touch, take, crayon, pencil, book, bead, block,
car, truck.

Activities

1. Hold, up objects which illustrate the new words and
introduce in the pattern

This it :a crayon.

This is-ape-1104, etc.

2.. Put the. ,objects, 'on the table), touch one and' say

am touching the.

Pick one up anct take. it from th* table saying

am taking. the.

3.. :TO IL one -child to ,touch an: object..

Touch. the block, JOe.,

then; tell him to -take it.

Take the block.

Continue, Choosing. different :Children and objects.
'Then add pictures and repeat usirig, them as objects
for responses,i

'4. Include touth. :and. take in the commands- :given earlier,
along with all the new nouns. You can now _give a
wide variety of commands to :Children, to review Vocabulary'
and test. their' Understanding.

Sit under the ,desk.

lake. the'

Touch the wind

Run to the, record player.
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1

Jump over the box.

Stand in the box.

..
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LESSON 11

*Focus: Indirect object.

New Words : show, give, me, him, her, us , them.

Activities

1. Pick up one of the objects previously introduced .

and say

I ark ':shoWirig you a, wa..ri,r.

Hand the Object to one of the children and say as
you -do

I arm giving 'hint '0160' the

;Repeat several times.

2. Tell .one student to 'show you an object.

-show me -a- pencil..

'Have- the child give' the. Object. to someone

Give hirn (Bill) the.

Then tell the child' who has -the, object to' Show it.

Biit sht:114 Me the pencil,

to give it to someone and Continue- to have
the pencil passed aroUnd, the class in this manner.
Repot, :Oil% different objects.

,ra., 'Have, one', 'child .join You in front of the claS$ and
change -Me to Us, in the ,commands. 'Then ,subatitute,
them,, 1icoxirig, ,that the object should be ,shown to
'the' entire class*,
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LESSON 12

Focus: Polite form of commands and responses.

New Words: please, thank you.

,Actitrities-

1., Contitiue,'giVing .commands to the whole Class or to
individual .children,, but adding please to each,.

Please :run to the door.

Please Sit on the floor.

.2.. Add: thank Ali whenever 'a .command is _followed,.

Please Show me the ,crayon.

Thank 2111.

'Please give him.,the'book.

-Thank ,1911.

3:. Re.trieW, all commands 'giv'en in the first ,eleven_ lesSoris4
including sequences of co ands as introduced in
LeSson 7:3'.

.
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LESSON 13

Focus: Conjtinction of verbs or verb phrases.

Activities
1. Describe more than, one action being performed by the

same subject, either dramatized or pictured.
The girl is sitting and. eating._
The .girl is sitting on the chair 'and eating,.
two commands in SeauenCO, to various children

and have them .follow them both without pausing in
between..

Please. kith ,to ;the: table- and .sit under lt.,

Please walk to the chair: and stand on_

Please. _shoW me the ball lind..gitre me The pencil,.

Tape. record* directions. to be ,followed: by individuals
or by 'small _ztot:ip, of ,children- receiving only 'vocal
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LESSON 14

Focus: Plurals of. count nouns.

New Words: these.

Activities:

1.. Touch one object, then. two or more simultaneously,
saying

This is a chair..

This is a book.
IMO

These are chairs.

These ,are books.

Repeat fOr the -names of all fathiliar objects. Which;
can be counted..

2. ,Give commands- using both singular and: plUral objects.
'Vote that the Can be used With either, . but a only
with. Singtir4F.

Show me chairs.

Give :the a chair.

Touch the, pencil.

'TOTtiCh. the pencils_.,..
3. atm the Children, sit in a circle on thei'ftoOr with

many ,objects in the Middle. Give commands before,,

bUt-..add_tvio, different ,objects as -a 'possibility.

Show .'bOok.
*MEWED

Show ,us, books.

Show :,us- &book and ,crayon.

Show us a, book and ;ceayorais.

13 2



LESSON 15

Focus: These/those differentiation.

New Words: those.

Activities

1. Touch one object, then more, saying

This is a ---- . These are
GINO

4.

Point to one further away, and then to more, saying

That is a Those are 4waiisi

2. Let individual children touch or point_ to any objects
or pictures which have been named in this unit. If
singular', say

That. is a -=....-.

If pluraL, :say

These: are

Children who do -nebt. ,unaerstand all of the English
words presented should be retaught in Small groups.
Children who already understand the words .presented
SO- far may learn,. ,additional ones in the SaMe: sen
tence:structUres.. These words should be added to
activitieS, already used, with the introduction of
additional objects and ;pictures for
'Those :Children, who understand the commands and 0*.
.040:0ns, given may now progress ,tO the lessons
-qUiring,'Verbal response. Since. 'Children, come ..t0,.,'SChOoI

from different, language baCkgrOunds, and with .,different,
learning rates, teachers who are sensitive : to -these
differenCeS, Will probably Want to group for further
itiStructiOn,-1ri English.



LESSON 16

Focus: Commands and questions with yes/no responses.

:New Words: listen, repeat, do, don' t , no, yes, isn't,
man, woman, baby.

Activities

1.. Show a few familiar ,pictures or objects to the class
and describe them. Say "Listen," before each des-
cription and do, not allow the children to repeat the
description after Ott:

,Listen l The boy is ,sitting_. (1,),

Listen: The boy is' ,nOt
2. Show the .Same or additional pictures and obileCtS,.

to the class and again, describe them. After each
destription. say "Repeat," and have the class repeat
the,.detcription eXactly4S you have 'said' it

Listen She is Sleeping:. ;Repeat : (12)

She is .sleeting.

Listen :' The -girl Is not hopping. -Repeat::

The. girl ;12S not 'hopping.

3. After the ass understands: what you:want them tO-,do,

give the. directions. to individual children.

Listen': HéISpiaying. Repeat, joet

He is-playing:

4. Introduce, the negative command by saying' one of the
sentences used earlier and adding to It.

Listen: She is sleeping. Do not repeat.

Indicate disapproval if any children respond when told
not to repeat the sentence. Briefly explain in Navajo
if the children have trouble understanding what is
expected.



5. Alternate 'positive and negative commands, such as
-41:T4 and

the
not juIRE: :with: the- ,children, responding

on 5 to the, poriTiVe7Tor affirmative) ones.. Change
'tO the contracted forms, Don't jump: or Don't stand!'
and alternate these ,Commailag7Tith their 177forms.
The more polite form. with 'please; should be reintroduced.

:Review many of the verbs pre.Sented..in Stage by
giving commands and then .haVing one child respond
to each with. the appropriate_ action: Ask another
'child or the entire .440 to -desctibe 'the ;activity:
This drill would have the. following form:

,Johnny, please walk to the table:.

Johnny should' walk to the table. If he doesn't under=
stand, repeat the command in .EngliSh, and then_ eXplain
it in Navajo. so that. he will make the appropriate
response...

Cue the 'class 'that. you want thein_ all to ',Speak.

Class.

Johnny, 'Walking to the; table:

Asa, please: !stand..,

Mary shoUld Stand.

Marya is ptanding.

:Toe,. please TIO not <or don't) 12.2E.

Joe should- do- nothing,

,Class.

Joe, isn''tY hopping.

if the, class dOeS; not give the correct :response in
Eogish. at this ,point or at Any.,other time during
the, English leSsons, do :the follOwing thingSf

a.. say' the desired response in English.



b. Translate it into Navajo so the meaning will
be understood.

c. Say the response again in English and have
the children repeat it after -you. )_

Rose, please do not (don't) sit on a chair.

If Rose is sitting on a chair, she should get off
it; otherwise, she should do nothing.

Frank.

Rose is not isn t) sitting on a chair.ONNEMO =1

Other cOmmandS whiCh cotId, be reviewed are

Take :(don,'t take) the book.

Jump, over a block.

GiVeyme a pencil.

Sit under the table_.

Show us a 'Milo

Stand on a chair..

7. Point to a familiar Object or picture, such as one
of a oat, and say to the clasS:

That is a cat.

Then say to the class

Is that a cat? Yes, it is.

Referring to the same picture. or objeCt, ask

Is this a horse?

Have the class repeat

NO, it is not, or No, it isn't.

8. Review the names of objects in the tlasSroom or pic-
tures by asking the whole class or individual children
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Is this a ----?

They should respond either

Yes, it is, or No, it isn't.

as appropriate.

9. Add the pictures of the man (18), woman (19), and
baby (20) to those being reviewed. When you first
show them, Say

This is a man.
monimmo onse

This is a woman.

This is a baby.

Then show the composite picture of the family (21),
point to individuals in the picture, and ask

Is this the woman? (etc.)

The children should again respond.

Yes
$

it is $ or No, it iS t z

=IMMO,

as appropriate.

10. Let individual children take the role of the teacher
in pointing to objects or pictures and asking similar
questions of other children in the class.



LESSON 17

Focus: Plurals in questions and responses.

New Words: tree, flower, rock, ball, balloon, blocks,
beads.

Activities
1. }lave_ several rocks, crayons, pencils, books, beads,

and blocks on a table in frorit of the class. Hold
one rock up and say:

This is a rock. Is this a rock?
The children Should respond

Yes, it is.
-Then ,hold Up, two or more rocks- and say

These, are rocks-._ Are these, rocks?

The Children should respond

YeS, they 'are..

The difference between Yes, it is and Yes, they, are
May be a difficult t-distritiai ru; children to
make.- Sten ,carefully to be .sure each child is -Making
the correct _response and not practiding a mistake in
English.

2. Continue the same type of 'pattern drill with these
-ObleCtS and Others in the room until the class_ and
indWidUal children' can consistently make the ap-
propriate sirigulat and plural responses.

This is a crayon. Is this a crayon?
Yes, it is.
Are these crayons?

Yes, they are.



Is this a book?

Yes, it is.

Are these pencils?

Yes, they are.

3. Small pictures of trees, flowers, and other objects
which can be counted (22) may be added to the drill.

Are these trees?

Yes, they ate,

Is .this a. ball?

Yes, it is.

4. Let ihdiVidtal children take the role of the teacher
in asking questions. so, far the only change is be-
tween singular and -plural; all responses in this le8=
son have been yes. .

5.. Ask questions which will require negative responses,.

Are these bead!?

Yes, they Ate.

Are these blocks?

Nal they are not -.(aren't).

6. As an additional activity, whenever the response is
negative, have the class or an individual child sup-
ply the correct descript ion.

Is this .a floWerl

No, it isn't. It is a rOck.

Are these: pencils?

No4, they tten't . They are crayons.
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LESSON 18

Focus: Conjunction of nouns.

New Words: or.

Act ivit ie s

1. Point to iticlividtal children in the class and ask
questions in the following pattern:

Is this Joe- or !1[6xY7

That iS Joe.

Is JOe; a ha or a 'girl?
Joe- Is :a "bb..

Poirit 'to a gitta
is she a.1191 or a girl?
She is a

2. Use the same pattern to ask about Objects in the ,classi-
room which. are .faMiliar to the children. Point and-
aSk such questions AS

Is this a, doll or a cat?r""!"' """7 ,

Is this a chair or a- table?
OEM OMMOw =MD

Is this a door or. a. window?

Is this a record player or a tape recorder?

Let individual children ask questions using the same
pattern and call on the class or other individuals
for answers.

4. Use some or all of the small pictures introduced in
earlier lessons, either mounted on flash cards or
backed with flannel and placed. in front of the class.
Take one picture, such as the cat, from view and
hide it behind your' back. Then ask an individual
child
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Is this a girl or a. cat?

When he answers correctly, put the picture out of sight
in a box or bag and select another, such as the ball,
and ask

Is this a ball or a horse?
OEM 1110.0

The child -answering the question will be able tO still
See the hor8e, and Should have no trouble answering

That, IS a ball.

-The game maybe trade more difficult by including words
which have 'already' been used, which requires- the Chil-
dren to remember what is missing: Hide a picture of
a flOweri, for' instance, and ask

Is_ this a cat or a, flower?

The child. whO -ansWera,vill not be able to. See, either
picture, but should' respond

That, is ,a flovier.

5. Put, familiar objects c' the :sante pictures in a box
or bag and select one at a time to ask about, not
allowing the class to ,see ,your choice. Select a
crayon, -for IistanØé,. and 'ask one child

Is this a pencil or a crayon?

If he responds

That is a pencil.

say

No, it isn't.

and call on another child for the answer. When the
correct answer is given,

That is a crayon.

say

Yes, it is.



and the child making the correct response may take
the teacher's role-, chDosing,a. picture or tbject,
hiding it from view, and asking another child

Is this a ---- or a ----?MIIIIII01.1 MIONNIM 1MM

Continue this guessing game until several children
have had turns asking and answering questions.



LESSON 19

Focus: Completion question with "what."

New Words: what.

Activities

I. Again, :glow familiar object or -pitture. ,(not -a a
huitari) and say to the' ,class

This is ,a Chair..

The class should 'respond

That is -a .Chait., or lhati"_s- 'a thair'.

111.6n ask

What 'is this?

The ,children answer

That is a ,,chair.

2. .After- three= or 'four Objects or pictures have been
flatted in this pattern, 'say -only'

What_ is' thIs?

and have the children answer

That is a

Shorten the question to its contracted form.

What's this?

3. AlVernately, hold- up more oblects or pictures and
point to Objects or pictures some distance away, asking

what's this? or What's that?

as appropriate. The class should respond

That's a ----.
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4. Point to two or more tables, chairs, windows, or
other objects and ask

What are those?

The appropriate response is

Those are --.--.

Hold up two or- more crayons, pencils, balls, or books
and ask

What are these?

The Students- should again 'respond

Those are =6.--

5. Ask indiVidual students to tame One or more objects
which you hold Or point to..

What's that,. Joe?

That,Es a.

After several students have _answered, the -one who-
-ansWerS may 'hold or point to an -object and ask
another-

What's, that, Nary'?

What 'S this;,, Rose?

,Let -several Sti4dents .answer and then ask questions
in this ashiOn while you listen carefully -t0 be sure

that., these, and thOse, are :Used' correctly. If
any;.:A-WeTlt ,Fa7M.ra.,m1.$174767: have him repeat the tor-,

teot: brit* after you' 'aria the ocerCise' will Continue.

r."';',1.,',:S}?$17,446111101101



LESSON 20

Focus: Review of structures already presented.

New Words: rabbit, cowboy, hat.

ActiVities

1. Hold up six pictures: rabbit (23), cowboy 24), hat
(25), horse (26)_, cat 27), and airplane (28), and
say

This -is -a

The children should listen, but not repeat.

2. PantOrniirie the words by meowing like, a Cat,, twirling
rope like a cowboy, or hopping like a rabbit, let

the Childreri.gUeSs', which -Word; you are representing.

3. 'Have- the -children act- out the Words in'itritCh the same
manner. One child comes in -front of the ,group and
acts out one Word. The -child who guesses which word
he represents acts out the ',next word-. .Several ,children
:may' choose to- pantomime the same WOrd.

4. Give each child- a, -set Of Six flash, cards -(29). Each
flaSh card: will have on it one picture, and the set
of SIX given each child will picture- an airplane,
a,rabbit, a .hat .8. cowboy, and a horse. =Hold up each.
Of the six larger pictures and say

5

This is a ,

The children hold up the corresponding small picture
and repeat

This is a

Put three of the larger pictures on a table or other
Support several feet away and hold three in front of
the children. Alternate describing the pictures, saying

This is a ----.

That is a ----.



6. One at a time, have the children hold up one of their
small pictures, saying

This is a mammas:-o

The same child should then point to the teacher's
pictures and say

That is a 00.41.011........
7. :Haire the children sit. in pairs wit-h one -set of flash

cards= between them. One ,child: shows all six flaSh
cards., one at a time. The- other- child -Says-

That is- a -..:!-a-ir.

as each, as 'shown. If he -does-n, know one word., the-
'Child' Who is -shotaiOg the cards says

This it a
The two children then change :places and the One who
has,',respOhded to the. Cards, now Shows, their- to the
Other.

Give one group of children objects or pictures. Have
another group ask questions, as

What's that?

A child will answer

This is a rabbit.



LESSON 21

Focus: Review the use of is in questions.

Activities
1. 'Had up larger picturet: and ask the children

(Mary)-, is this a,?
As yOU, ask. each -question, 'be sure you-,are using the
correct 'intonation .pattern for English. Have, the
children respond

Yes, that IS as
The, statement response -Should not mimic the question
,intonatiori, pattern.

2. 'Give each child his 'set of- six _flaSh _cards, (29). One
Child_ 'hOld's up- flaSh card_ and ,says

(Joe), is this a
(Joe) responds

'Test_ that is,-A

:(Joe)- then ,asks .s-omeone else about one of his cardS.
Be sure the question and statement intonation pat-
terns -are Used, correctly by the 'children in all ques-
tiOnt and responses.

3. Hide one of the larger pictures from view and act
Out the Word. The' Children then gUess what the pic-
ture is by .asking-

Is that a ----?
1110111181111.10111110 ONO 11011111

Repeat for three or four wordS. Then have one of
the children hide one of his flash cards and act
out the word it represents. The other children guess

Is that a ----?
The first child to guess correctly acts out one of
his pictures.
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4. Pin pictures of the rabbit
hat, and horse on one wall
point him in the direction
touches one and asks

2 airplane, cowboy, cat,
. Blindfold one child and
of the pictures. He

Is this a (horse)?

The class answers

Yes, it is. (or)

No, it isn't. That is a (cat).

Let several children take turns. Review pictures
may be substituted.

5. Place several objects from around the room in a paper
bag. One child puts his hand in and feels an object
without looking at it. He asks

Is it a (block)?

He pulls the object out and the class answers

Yes, it is a (block). (or)

No, it isn't. It is a (crayon).

Continue the game until several children have had
turns.
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LESSON 22

Focus: To continue with the plural form of count nouns;
to teach that the plural may not be used with a
or an.

Activities

1. Hold=up two pictures illustrating each of the six
count nouns: airplane (28 & 35), hat (25 & 32),
rabbit.(23 & 30), horse (26 & 33); cowboy (24 & 31),
and cat (27 & 34); one with one object and one with
two or more. First hold up the picture of the singular
noun, then the plural, saying

An airplane; airplanes.

A rabbit; rabbits, (etc.)

Show the pictures again. This time the children say
the words with you.

2. Hold up the six pictures of plural objects and say

These are ----s.

as you show each.

3. Give each of the children six flash cards illustrating
plural objects (36). One at a time, the children hold
up one of their flash cards and say

These are

Repeat this until each child has had a turn. Then
have each child hold up one of his flash cards and
say as before

These are ----s.

The same child then points to the teacher's picture
and says

Those are ----s.



4. Have the children sit in pairs with one set of six
flash cards, one at a time, saying

What are these?

The other child says

Those are ----s.

as each is shown. If he doesn't know one word, the
child who is showing the cards says

These are ----

The two children then change places and the one who
has responded to the cards now shows them to the
other and asks questions.

5. If the children can count in English, have them count
and recite the number of pictures they are shown:
five horses, three airplanes, one cat, etc. (37-46).
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LESSON 23

Focus: Completion question with who.

Activities

1. Show pictures of a man (18), woman (19), baby (20),
girl (2), and boy (1). Ask, as you show each

Who is this?

The children should respond

That's a ----

2. Add pictures of non-human objects or animals, such
as horse (26), cat (27), and airplane (28). Ask as
you show each

What is this?

Alternate pictures of humans and non-humans, also,
alternating the use of who and what in questions.
The children should always respond

That's a ----

3. Show the pictures showing action (sitting, running,
jumping, walking, eating, drinking, sleeping and play-
ing) and ask appropriate questions, such as

Who is sitting?

The boy is sitting.

What is he doing?

He is sitting.

What is drinking?

The cat is drinking.

What is it doing?

It is drinking.
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Repeat with ten to fifteen pictures.

4. Put a blindfold on one child and have him stand in
front of the class. Another child stands behind him,
and the child with the blindfold tries to guess who
it is. He asks

Who are you?

The child behind says

I am ----- -
but doesn't use his real name, rather that of one of
the other children. The child with the blindfold
answers

No, you aren't ----

Who are ma?

The child should get three or four chances to indentify
the one behind him by the sound of his voice. He should
then answer

You are ----

If he is right, the child who was behind him is blind-
folded. If he is wrong, someone else is chosen.



LESSON 24

Focus: To teach three qualifying adjectives, and their
position in statements and questions.

New Words: big, little, fast, house.

Activities

1. Hold up pictures to illustrate the following sentences

This is a house. (47)

These are houses. (48)

This is a big. house. (49)

This is a little house. (50)

Have the children repeat, substituting that for this
and those for these.

2. Show the pictures again and ask such questions as

Is this a big house?

Is this a little house?

Are these houses?

The children should respond

Yes, it is.

No, it isn't.

Yes, they are. (or)

No, they aren't.

3. Follow the same procedure using pictures of a big
horse (51), a little horse (52), a fast horse (53),
a big airplane (54), a little airplane (55), and a
fast airplane (56).
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4. Give each child a piece of paper illustrating a big
horse, a little horse, a fast horse, a big aitplane,
a little airplane, a fast airplane, a big rabbit, a
little rabbit, and a fast rabbit (57). Say

This is a

and instruct the children to make the picture being
described. Repeat for all nine pictures.

5. Place pictures of big and little cowboys, airplanes,
and rabbits on a table. The children take turns
choosing a picture and describing it to the class.

This is a W.

6. Place the same pictures on a table together with a
box. Say

Put the biz rabbit in the box.

This continues until all the pictures are in the box.
(Objects may be used.instead of pictures, and may in-
cludex big and little items from past lessons, such
as doll, radio, clock, crayon, pencil, book, block,
car, truck, ball, flower, or rock.)



LESSON 25

Focus: The use of the adjective alone after forms of be
and the question transformation of this form.

Activities

1. Show the pictures used earlier to illustrate big,
little, and fast, saying

This horse is big, etc.

The children should repeat, substituting that for
this.

2. Show the pictures again and ask such questions as

Is this horse little?

The children respond

Yes, it is. (or)

No, it isn't. That horse is big.

3. Have pictures or objects in front of the class. Each
child should answer and ask one question about them.
These should be in the following form:

Is the rabbit little?

Yes, the rabbit is little.

Is the house big?

Yes, the house is his.

Is the rock big?

No, the rock is not big.

4. Have the children to identify objects by their quali-
ties. For example

What is hie

The house is his..
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What is fast?

The airplane and the horse are fast.

5. Using the names or children in the classroom, ask

Is (Joe) fast?

Have (Joe) run a short distance, and then all respond

Yes, (Joe) is fast.

10'



LESSON 26

Focus: The use of a prepositional phrase after a form
of be.

New Words: in, on, under.

Activities

1.. Have familiar pictures or objects and a box large
enough to hold each. Put an airplane (or other
item) in the box and say

The airplane is in the box.

Have the children repeat this. Continue for on
the box and say

The airplane is on the box.

Have the children repeat this also. Continue for
under the box, and similar sentences about each
BEFIEt or picture.

2. Let the children take turns manipulating the objects
or pictures, putting them in, on, or under the box
as they say for each

The ---- is in/on/under the box.

3. Show pictures illustrating a rabbit on an airplane
(58), a cowboy on a horse (59), and a cat on a house
(60). Describe each in the form

The rabbit is on the airplane.

and have the children repeat the descriptions.

4. Add the plural form with more pictures to describe
rabbits on airplanes (61), cowboys on horses (62),
and cats on houses (63).

5. Pass out a paper to each child illustrating objects
in and on boxes (64). Have the children mark the
objects described, such as

The rabbits are in the box.
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The rabbit is on the box.

6. Place a variety of familiar objects in a box. The
children take turns choosing an item from the box
as they say

A ---- is in the box.

They put the object anywhere in the room and describe
its location (on the table, in'the desk, under the
chair).
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LESSON 27

Focus: Compound subject in sentences with prepositional
phrases.

Activities

1. Show the pictures of the boy and girl eating (9) and
the boy and girl playing (15). Describe them briefly,
and then ask

Who is eating?

The box and girl are eating.

What are t_ hey doing?

They are eating.

Who is playing,?

The box and the girl are playing.

Whet are they doing?

They are playing.

2. Use the pictures or objects and the box introduced
in Lesson 26.1. Put more than one in, on, or under
the box at a time and describe.

The ---- and the ---- are in the box.

A---- and a ----
MEM 1.111111111

3. Say

are on the box.

The cat and the rabbit are on the box.

and choose one child to move the objects or pictures
so that they match the description. Repeat with dif-
ferent words and children.

4. Let the children again take turns manipulating the
objects or pictures and describing their positions.

5. Show two new pictures and desCribe them.
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The cat and the rabbit are in the house. (65)

The cowboy and the cat are on the horse. (66)

Ask questions about the pictures.

Are the cowboy and the cat in an airplane?

Individual children respond

Yes, they are.

or with a correct description of the picture.

6. Again put a variety of objects in a box. This time
the children take turns choosing two items each.
They say

A and a ----
101111. MIOD

are in the box.

They then place the objects around the room and
describe their locations.



LESSON 28

Focus: Completion question with "where."

Activities

1. Again use the pictures or objects and the box intro-
duced in Lesson 26.1. Place the cat in the box and
ask

Where is the cat?

One child responds

The cat is in the box.

Repeat with different words and different children.

2. Let a child who has responded to a question place
an object or picture somewhere and ask another child

Where is the

The child who answers him asks the next question.

3. Show the pictures introduced in Lesson 26.4 of rabbits
on airplanes, cowboys on horses, and cats on houses.
Ask

Where are the onenitmS?

The response should be

The -- - -s are in/on the - -- -.

4. Choose one child to be a mother rabbit and three
others to hold envelopes with attached airplane,
house, and book (67). The mother rabbit leaves the
group while two small rabbit cut -outs are placed in
the airplane, house, or book container. Mother rab-
bit returns and says

Where are the baby rabbits?

Are they in the airplane?
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When the mother rabbit locates the baby rabbits, she
holds one or the containers as another child takes
a turn locating the babies.

5. Ask the children questions about pictures or objects
in the room, such as

Where is the horse?

Where are the crayons?

Where is the clock?

6. Let one child "lose" himself in the room (on a chair,
under a table). Ask

Where is ----?
Of.

Another child describes his location. Repeat with
several children. Change to a who completion ques-
tion for review, as

Who is under the table?

7. Place blocks, balls, and other objects around the room.
Ask about each

What is on/in/under the - - - -?

Where is the ----?
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LESSON 29

Focus: Review of count nouns and plurals.

New Words: apple, cake, wagon, train.

Activities

1. Hold up a picture of each of the eight following count
nouns: apple (68), ball (69), chair (70), cake (71),
tree (72), truck (73), wagon (74), and train (75).
Say, as you show each

This is a ----

Have the children respond

That is a ----

2. Hold up pictures of more than one of these objects
(76-83) and ask

Are these ----s?

Have the children respond

Yes, those are ----s. (or)

No, those aren't. Those are ----s.

3. Have eight children hold the pictures of single ob-
jects in front of the class with the pictures hid-
den from view. Another child asks one of the eight

Are you a ----?

If .he guesses correctly, the .child asked says

Yes, I am.

and shows his picture to the class. If he guesses
incorrectly, the child who is asked says

No, I'm not.

and keeps his picture hidden from view. The eight-
children who guess the pictures correctly have the
next turns holding them and answering the questions.
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4. Show the pictures again and ask such questions as

Is this a big apple?

Are these fast trucks?

5. Give each child one picture to describe to the group.
Encourage the other children to question him about
his picture.

6. Describe the positions of pictures and objects in
relation to each other. These can be accurate or
incorrect descriptions. The children answer either

Yes, it is. (or)

No, it isn't.

and then take turns giving descriptions. They might
say

An apple is on the tree.

A truck is under the chair.

A wagon is on the table.
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LESSON 30

Focus: Direct Objects.

New Words: look at, play with, scissors.

Activities

1. Show the pictures which are described by the follow-
ing sentences:

The ha is looking at the blocks. (84)

The girl is looking at the rabbit. (85)

The girl is looking at the dolls. (86)

The boy and girl are looking at the doll. (87)

The box is looking at the cake. (88)

The box is looking at the airplane. (89)

2. After the children repeat each of the sentences above,
ask questions about the pictures. For example

What is the Im doing?

(The boy is) looking at the blocks.

Who is looking at the blocks?

The boy (is looking at the blocks).

What is the lm looking at?

(The boy is looking at) the blocks.

The parts of the sentences in parentheses may be
left out if desired, although the longer form should
be taught first'.
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3. Add more pictures, using the same procedure.

The girl is looking at the balloon. (90)

The girl is looking at the flower. (91)

The baby is looking at the cat. (92)

Thesbaby is looking at the doll. (93)

The baby is looking at the ball. (94)

The boy is looking at the scissors. (95)

Ask questions as before.

4. Using some of the same pictures and some new ones,
describe and ask questions about those appropriate
to the following sentences:

The girl is playing with the puzzle. (96)

The girl is playing with the dolls. (86)

The boy is playing with the ball. (97)

The baby is plainawith the ball. (94)

The girl is playing. with the doll and the wagon. (98)

The boy is playing with the doll and the wagon. (99)

The boy and girl are playing with the doll. (87)

The boy and girl are playing with the dolls. (15)

5. In addition to the questions suggested above, ask
some using or. Show one picture, for instance, and
ask

'Is the girl playing with the puzzle or the ball?

6. During a later time when the children are playing in
the classroom or outside, ask several

Are you playing with ----'or ----?



They should respond individually

I am playing with MO M. WO Mb

You should also be able to ask

What are you playing with? (or)

What are you looking at?

and get individual responses from the children.

.
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LESSON 31

Focus: Possessive.

New Words: mine, your, his, hers.

Activities

1. Show objects or pictures that illustrate count nouns
. presented in previous lessons, such as airplane, rab-

bit, hat, cat, cowboy, horse, box, apple, ball, truck,
or chair. Show each to the class as you say

This ---- is mine.

and then hand it to one child in the group, saying

This ---- is yours.

2. After each child in the group has a picture or ob-
ject, point to each in turn and say

The is his/hers.

3. Each child stands before the groups and says

The ----- is mine.

and then points to another child and says

The is his/hers.

4. All of the children hide their pictures or objects
behind them and the teacher guesses

Joe, is the ----' yours?

Joe answers

Yes, the ---- is mine. (or)

No, the ---- isn't mine.

5. The children return the pictures or objects to the
teacher and say as they do

It is mine; it is yours.
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6. Prepare a boy and a girl cutout for the flannel board
and several items of clothing to go with each (100).
Show a coat, shoes, etc., to the children and ask

Is this his/hers?

A child answers

Yes, it is his. (or)

No, it is hers.

and places the item on or near the boy or girl cut-
out. That child then chooses another article of
clothing and asks the other children

Is this his/hers?

(
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LESSON 32

Focus: Continue possessive and introduce color words.

New Words: its, their, theirs, ours, red, yellow, blue,
green.

Activities

1. Put one picture of a kitten on the flannel board and
place a red hat on its head (101). Say and have the
children repeat

Its hat is red.

Repeat with yellow, blue, and green hats.

2. Put a second kitten beside the first and place hats
on both. Say and have the children repeat

Their hats are red and yellow; theirs are red

and yellow.

Repeat with different combinations of the four colors.

3. Let the children take turns making different combina-
tions of kittens and hats and describing the results.

4. Make lollipops from red, yellow, blue, and green
colored paper and tongue depressors. Give one to
each child and retain a red one. Say

Mine is red.
.

Each child then describes his own. Call forward all
who have red lollipops. Say together

Ours are red.

All who have yellow come forward and say

Ours are yellow.
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Repeat for blue and green. The rest of the group
may say

Theirs are red. (or)

Theirs are green.

5. Each child returns his lollipop to the teacher and
says

Mine is - - - -.

The group responds to each

His/hers is ----.

6. Again use the boy and girl cutouts and clothing pre-
pared for Lesson 31.6. Have some of the children
dress the paper dolls and others describe what they
are wearing.

Its hat is yellow.

Their socks are green and blue.

Their shoes are brown and black.

,
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LESSON 33

Focus: Continue possessive and color words.

New Words: my, your, his, her, orange, purple, brown,
black.

Activities

1. Prepare several pictures of red apples, black trains,
brown horses, orange cats, green trees, purple balls,
and yellow airplanes from construction paper (102).
Pass them out to the children; saying

Your ----

Give two or three pictures to each child.

2. The children take turns describing their pictures.
Each says

Ni am 00 00 4;0 s MO OM 11111 10'

411

The group then responds

His/her is

3. Children with the same pictures come forward together
to return them and the rest of the group says

Their ----s are ----.

4. Give each child a dittoed work paper with pictures
of an apple, a ball, a house, and an airplane (103).
The children color each picture whatever color they
want.

5. Each child describes his completed pictures to the
group

my apple is_, rrly ball is ----, my house is

, and my airplane is ----.



e

6. Cut eight houses from red, yellow, blue, green, orange,
purple, brown, and black construction paper and eight
cats of the same colors (104). Let different girls
and boys hold the houses in a row in front of the class.

----Eight--o ther children put thecatsin -the -houses and
say

I put a (red) cat in his/her (green) house.

12,3



LESSON 34

Focus: Review possessive and color words.

New Words: our, hands, feet, eyes, ears, legs, knees,
here.

Activities

1. Give each child two or three of the pictures prepared
for Lesson 33.1. Each child takes a turn describing
one picture in the following two ways:

Mine is ----.

The group responds

Your is
YOUrs is 7=-=.

Each child then describes a picture someone else is
holding in this manner

-His/her -7" is
His/hers is --7=.

3. Children with the same pictures stand before the group
and say

Our - - - -s are

Ours are

The group responds

Their are

Theirs are

4. FoUt children stand in front of the group holding a
red ball, a blue truck, a green hat, and-a green tree
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(105). The children take turns holding the tree and
pointing to the others as they say the following poem

His/her ball is red,

His/her truck is blue,

Your hat 1.8 green,

MY tree is too.

5. Questions and answers. Point to the appropriate part
of yout body as you -ask these questions 'Until the
children know the words.

Where are your hands?

Our :hand8 are here. (outstretched hands)

Where are your feet?

Our feet are here. (feet out in .front)

Where are your eyes?

OureyeStreliere. (touch eyes)

Where are your ears?

Our ears :are hete. (touch ears)

Where are your, legs?

Odt 1.0s -Arelizre: (touch legs)

Where-are your knees?

Our -knee's- ate here. (touch knees)

Let several children take turns being teacher and
asking the questions.



LESSON 35

Focus: The possessive form of nouns.

Activities

1. Pass out pictures to the group as you say

This is John's; this is Mary's ----;

Have the children repeat these sentences.

2. Describe two or three of the pictures.

John's ---- is mosodaw.i.

Have the children describe the rest of the pictures.

Describe the pictures again, this time saying

The (red) (apple) is John's.

4. Put a picture of a cat on the flannel board and place
different colored hats on its head (106). The children
should take turns saying

The cat's hat is ----a

Put a second cat beside the first and place hats
on both. The children should now say

The cats' hats are ---- and ----.

6. Replace the second cat,with a smaller one. The chil-
dren should now say

The big cat's hat is ----

and/or

The little cat's hat is ----.

7. Each child may choose one thing to hold, such as a
book, a block, or a crayon. Choose one child, and
say

Joe's (book) is (red).



Joe then stands and describes something someone else
is holding, as

Mary's (crayon) is (blue).

Mary would then stand and the game would continue un-
til each child had a turn. If the group is too large,
it may be divided to sustain interest.

i2.7
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LESSON 36 .

Focus: The present tense.

Activities

1. Show the appropriate pictures as you say and the
children repeat the following sentences (107-116).

The at is running.

The cat is jumping.

The horse is running.

The cat runs.
MO11111. V.An, MTN.

The cat jumps.

The horse runs.

The horse is jumping. The horse jumps.

He is running.

He is jumping.

The cat is sittinK.

The cat is eating.

He runs.

He jumps.

The cat sits.

The cat eats.

He is sitting. He sits.

He is eating. He eats.

2. Show the pictures again and ask questions about them.
Have individual children answer.

Is the horse running?

No, the horse is jumping.'

3. Hay each child take a turn running or jumping around
the group. All of the children describe the action.

or

Joe is jumping.

He/she is running.
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4. Give several children a command, such as

Jump, Mary.

or

Mary, jump.

5. Have the children take turns giving and following
commands to run, jump, sit, or eat.

6. Have one child give the command to various classmates.

Run, Mary.

Jump, Johnny.

7. Organize two teams for an outside relay race. When
the child running taps the next in line .he must say
either

Jump, Mary.

Run, John.



LESSON 37

Focus: Questions with "does."

Activities

1. Show the appropriate pictures as you ask the follow-
ing questions. The children must answer each.

Does the cat run?

Yes, the cat runs.

Does the cat jump?

Yes, the cat jumps.

Does the horse run?

Yes, the horse runs

Does uthe horse.?

Yes, the horse jumps.

Does he run?

Yes, hem.

Does he imm2?

Yes, he jumps.

Does the cat sit?

Yes, the cat sits.

Does the cat eat?

Yes, the cat eats.

Does he sit?

Yes, he sits.

Does he eat?

Yes, he eats.
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Does the cat sleep?

Yes, the cat sleeps.

Do_e_s_he sleep?

Yes, he sleeps.

Does the cat walk?

Yes, the cat walks.

Does he walk?

Yes, he walks.

Give each child six 3 x 6 flash cards of a boy run-
ning, jumping, sitting, eating, sleeping, and walk-
ing (117). Say

He sleeps.

Each child holds up .the flash card illustrating that
sentence. Repeat for eats, jumps, etc.

Then one child shows all six flash cards, one at a
time, and asks his partner

Does he run? Does he 'lump? etc.

The partner answers each

Yes, he runs. Yes, he inps'Aii. etc.

The two children then change places and the one who
has responded to the cards now shows them to the
other.

4. Have each child act out one of the sentences pic-
tured on the flash cards. The other children guess
what he is doing and say

He/she -=---.

Ask the following questions and then'have the children
ask questions of the others. Each should be answered
"yes' no.
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Does a horse walk?

Does a ha run?

Does a horse jump?

Does a cat sleep?

Does a tree sit?

Does a train walk?

1 3 2..



LESSON 38

Focus: Questions with "do."

New Words: get, stop, go, put.

Activities

1. Show pictures of plural count nouns and .ask questions
about each.

Do airplanes run?

Do cats eat?'

Do hats jump?

Do trains walk?

rabbits sleep?

The children respond

'Yes, they do

or

No they do not -(don't)

2. Have each child ask the ,others a similar question
about one -of the pictures.

3. Have the children 'stand, in :a circle facing One, direc-
tion. Give commands and join them in action responses.
Include

GO Stop!' ,Rtn: Walk!,

4. Arrange several pictures in front of the ,group. Say

Get the (rabbit). t it ,on- the chair.

The child, who responds then, says: to another child,

-Get: the (truck).. Put it .on, the :chair.,

:Repeat until all of' the children have a turn.
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5. Ask the following questions and then have children
ask questions of the others. Each should be answered

Yes, they do.

or

I

I

No, they do not (don't).

Do cata fly?

Do airplanes ,play?

Do: rabbits jump?

Do boys eat?

Do houses run?.

Do chairs sleep?

Do goats read?
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LESSON 39

Focus: Prepositions.

New Words: in front of, in back of, down, up, into,
out of

Activities

1. Show pictures of the boy (118-121) and describe his
positions.

The boy is in the box.

The boy is frotit-Ofthe box.

The 1221 .baCk of the box.

,Theloz is _under the table.

Ask, the children to .de.scribe the pictures as a group
and

HAVe *On: Rid tures or Objects under box. Tip- the
box so the children can see- them. and ask

What' is under the box?'

The children, 'wOuld respond'

The under' the box.

3:: Pin -a paper ladder' in front: :of the 'class. Let each
child .help a toy animal "walk" up and down the ladder.
Each. says

The walks 2.2; thes7-7-i- walks -down.

4. Put a box and several pictures' or objects in and
near it. Have individual children

Put !".6-- r into the box, and .get ---- out of the. box.

They may then, give directions to each other.



5. Maneuver a rabbit puppet (122).in, out, and around
a box at the children- gee it§ ptiM.ti.oh and say

112, down, under, in, etc.

Have a table or chair the. children. can get on and
under and a large box they can get in. HAVe them
folloW such directions as these

=jam, get under thatable.

get the chair.

ezet into the box.
. _

Blindfold -One child and let another get on, in, or
Under the table,. chair, or box.. The'blindfolded
child gets three guesses to locate the Other child.
He asks

Is he on the chair? Is he under the table?0
The whole class answers

Noi he isn't on the Chair. 16.gs, he is under

the table.



LESSON 40

Focus: Questions .with who/what/how many.

New Words: have (as main verb).

Activities

1. Paste dots cut frOm colored paper on '9 x 12 con==
struCtion paper. Give the cards to several children,
one to_ each. Stand behind them and ask

Who has the, purple dots?

The children ,point ,and answer

Ref she has the purple dOt,S4,

Repeat for all colors and let individual children
:ask'

Who has, the (black) dots?

2. Give the same cards to different children and ask

What color-does (Mary) have?

The children answer

(Mall) has (green).

Repeat for all colors and let individual children
ask

What, ,color does, ---- have?

3. Show one card and ask

How .many green dots are there?

The 'children respond

There are six.

Repeat this question with all of the cards.
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4. Let individual children choose. a card and ask the
.class how many .dots are on it.

Put ten beads, pegs, or marbles in a box or bag. Take
out one or more in a closed hand. Ask the children

How many ---- do I have in my hand?

A child guesses

You have .........

Count the objects. and let the Class judge -whether
he is right or wrong. The child who answered then
takes some in his hand and asks the others

How many_ do I have in a hand?

1313
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LESSON 41

Focus: Past tense, questions with did.

Activities

1. Tell one child to jump. Then say

4101. 411 jumped.

Repeat, with other' children and sit (sat), eat (ate)
sleep (slept), walk <walked), Stop (stopped), and
go '(went).

2.- Again tell. ne child to jUrap. Ask

'Did- ----. ruri?

Answer as á :group

NO., 7777- did ,notrtin, 777- jumped'.

-Repeat with other children, and sit, eat, sleep,
Walk, stop, and go.

34, One Child perforMS any action he, WiSheS. He then
asks

Did: I 77,772'

The group or an individual answers

Yes, you

or

1011 7 7

4. Have one5 child' hide his eyes or leave the room briefly
while a second child performs some action in front
of the clasS. The child who is "it" asks the class

Did the. -777; 7?'

The class answers

'Yes. 'he '7777,4

1 3 .9



No, he didn't MOMO111

After three incorrect guesses the class tells "it"
the answer and another child is chosen to continue
the game.



LESSON 42

Focus: Qualifying advetbs.

New Words: fast, slowly, quietly, noisily.

Activities

1. Show pictures of various things going fast and slow
which have been presented in previous lessons. Des-
cribe them and have the children repeat the sentences
after you.

This horse runs. fast.

This horse walks slowly.

This airplane goes fast.

This cat goes slowly.

Show pictures ok various things which are quiet and
noisy. Describe them and have the children repeat
the 'sentences after you and dramatize them.

A cat. walks quietly.

A train goes, :noisily.

An airplane goes noisily.

A 1222: eats quietly.

Ask about many pictures

DoeS' this --7- fast/slowly/quietly/noisily?

Have individual children answer.

Give directions to individual children or the group.
Use the past tense when the action has been completed.

Walk noisily. You walked noisily.

thasa You impel quietly.
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Run fast. You ran fast.

Walk slowly. You walked slowly.

Eat noisily. You ate noisily.

Sleep quietly. You slept quietly.

Continue giving directions. After a child has com-
pleted the action, ask

What did ---- do?

Individual children or the group reply

He /she ----ed.

14-2.
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LESSON 43

Focus: Stressed here and there.

New Words: away, across, paper.

Activities

1. Show several pictures, describe each in the form

Here is a ----.

or

Here are ----.

and have the children repeat each sentence after you..

2. Show two pictures t. class. Give one of them to
&child and say

Here is a ----. There is a ----.
111MiZ 411111110 ON=

The child will name his picture first, saying

Here is a ----. There is a =---.

Repeat with different pictures until all have a turn.

3. Call one child to the front of the room and say

Here is fr. Go away, ----. There is

The child should leave the group when told to go.
He then returns and chooses another child to direct
in the same manner. .Repeat several times.

4. Put large sheets of colored paper on the floor. Re-
peat the preceding exercise. This time the children
walk across one Oiece of paper and stand on the other
side. The group will say

Hem is ----. Go awa111
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The child will say

Ain going across the paper.

The group will say

is across the ---- paper.

This can, be repeated using ,a bridge made, of bloot(s,
a low table, or an -ouASide.V41k or sanclbOx.

5. Use- flannel board 'picture!' 'or dramatize the story
of Three Billy ,Goats Gruff. ,Incorporate the follow-
ing iziToce fds'irTg-Tti7Ergtory,o, you tell it,.

'There is Little Billy Goat 'Gruff.

Here is pit Billy Goat Gruff.

Big Billy is soing across the. bridge:

There is BigBilly Goat 'Gruff.

Here is ,Great Goat. Gruff..
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LESSON 44

Focus: The past progressive tense and question transfor-
mat ion.

New Words: animal.

Activities

1. Have one child run around the ,group as you ,say

OW MD OM MI is running.

When he Stops, say

has been rUnnink,

Repeat' with other children for Aurnping; et1ig, and
.sitting.

2. ShOw, the appropriate :pictures to go with the follow-
ing ,Sentences (123-126).

The cat

The oat is sleepin

Re sleeps.

He is :Sleeping:

The -cat walks.

The Cot, is WalkiiiK.

He walks

He is walking:,

3. Have the Children take turns
Command'sto walk, .:Sleep,, eat, run, And- jump.

4. 'Put toy :00iioals: in a box. 'The, ,children 'chatit, quietly

The , animals

:Sh! sh
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The animals are sleeping,

8h1 Sh:

One .child tiptoes to the box. and "wakes" one animal.
He says

The. :ha S been sleeping.

He may then make the animal junp,. run, or walk. and
another child, says

The ---- is

That child may then "wake" another animal.

5-. The .Children take turns acting out one of. the verbs
preSented. 'When:. they stop,, ask

Has :he -been,

The, Children, answer

Yes:, he

,6. ty' the' above exercise by asking th-e child who is
acting the verb

HaVe 4.11, been.. 7==

Be, responds

I, have been.

,-



LESSON 45

Focus: The past progressive tense; has/have distinction.

Activities
1. Have one child act out one of the verbs presented

so far. Then say

He has been

Have another child repeat the action with him. Then,
say

They'haVe: been 4.:tt-&411:

2. Repeat this exercise with Other verbs -arid: call on
individual children to -describe the action.

3. 'reaCh the following action _poem, , ,and, have the ,claSS-
repeat it as. ,groUp:.

'We have :been, sleeping, Ho, AO:, Huth'.
TArrirrelerid to" sleep, EFen, stretch.).

'e have been eatitig,,. Yum, Yum, Yum.
rAlrFeriria. to eat al

IndiVidual children now say the,:pOern but
change "We" "Lit The group responds

He, has' been

4. Again, put. toy ,,animals in a box. Take -one, two, or
three from the 'box and .say

The animal(s) hits/haVe been. sleeping.
,111111111111111 11111MINNI

Sake the ati404(s),,adt in some way (eat, runs
Walk, One child s then, describes. the Action,
Saying.

The animal(s)' hati-haVe,beeti ==7-.

He 'then chooses animals froth the box .and,,describes,
th actton,;

,i4



LESSON 46

Focus: The future tense.

Activities
1. Show 'the pictures of the cat and the boy walking,

running, jumping, sleepingl, eating, and sitt ing
Show the picture of the cat walking and ,say

The .cat. is walking; the cat is goirig,to run,
Then, show the picture ,of the cat funning. Say

The cat is running; the cat Is _going to ,jump.

Then show the 'picture of the cat jUniping,

Contirite 'through the rest of' -the ,piCtiires jn. -the
same way: Have the ,childreri repeat the .sentences
,after you.

2. Have each of the children Stand before the,,group,,
One at :a time. While each is standing .still,, say

---- is going to .7-7-.7..

He then carries out the action. While he is acting,
the 'class Says

When he finishes, the Class .says

has

3. Stand' in ,front of the class and, let them aSlc, you what
you are going tO .do,. Have theM Say-

Ate,. zosgoink, to

"Reply -e#her

'Yes,.1 Ao-itig

Or

OM UM Oa NO

No, f am not going to
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4. Let the children take turns coming in front of the
.class and being. ",teachee for the same ,actiVizy.

5. Call on one child and ask

-, what are 122.1going to do?

'He will, say one sentence ,describing what he is going
to .do.,, Such AS,

- I art going, to jump,.

. or

I am going to run fast.

He will ,dO .what :hello said and then .ask another-
child

=..-.,;,, what are you going to .do?

Repeat. Until most' of the children have had a turn-.
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LESSON 47

Focus: Direct and indirect objects.

:New Words: give, some, each, any, many.

Act ivit ies

1. Show pictures to illustrate the following sentences
(127-129).

This tabbit
00.1,

These are, some rabbits.

These are many. rabbit s.

'Thia is a cat-.

'These are some cats.

These are :many cats.,

This is an apple.

'These. are some apples.

'Thete Are, 'many apple S.

2. Cütotit *all pictures of many rabbOS:, ,Cats,, and
apples and ,place ttem, on 'a flatinel. 'board,: Take one
Or Morel ;picturet from the -flannel. board and rSay,

-haVe7a/some/Many

itegate- the: pl.ctUte0. and zi.ve,-ettch child a chance to
-take-.pic:tUreS and. describe what :tie has,. He *lay say

.haVe a 'rabbit arid: some apples.

3. Leave only the cats on the flannel 1:404.4 and cut
01,1i.,:* hat MO And ',(1:31) for each one. `Give
a direction and have the class repeat the sentences
after 'you

1 5-0



Give- each cat a ball.
Give, some cats hats.

GiVe-ant cat -a hat.

Give aiy cats_ balls.

Give Many cats hats.

One ,child 'f011OwS each direction and saya-

I'IlagiVe. each cat ,a ball,.
4. Give each child -a ,piece of paper with many balls

outlined' .64 it (130- and crayons. Have the children
follow directions -Similar to the following, The
teacher 'ShoUld, demonstrate : each direction for-chil-
dren who dOn;',t understand...

Color any ball green:.

ColOr sOnf. balls red.

"Ottline :each, ban '7;$71th'

around some: ball.S.

Put. an ofi each

This activity Should. -be, 'repeated using, a -chart, Chalk,
board, or .other ii7Ork papers..., Other' -,pictures may be
,used.
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LESSON 48

Focus: Direct and. indirect object s.

Activities
1. 'Cut out pictures of a man, a woman, a, boy, and a ,girl.,

and put thorn, on a flannel board. Use the small pictures
of tabbits, cats,, and apples prepared' for ',Les-

son 47. Give small pictures to each member of the
Say the following sentences to -describe, your

actiOris, and have the children repeat them after you.

rt 'ant goin& to giVe the man an -apple:.

I am going td give: an apple to the Wotan.
1 ai :ing to give the '12.2z a :rabbit.

2-

oing, tO,-giVe a ',rabbit tc) the 'gi4.

'vkitriati a cat,

-ani :going; to. giv,e: a Cat: to the 112.
,

Ask, individual children questions as you put more
pictures on the flannel board in the form

-Did I is_ze, the man a rabbit?

Or

biq I kiNte..a rabbit t0 thé tan?
me child should ,answer either

ès, yo ,ove: the trian a. rabbit.

or

_ou.; gaVe the =ah.--a

,A,OPe4t-f using :041e, -atIYI Pr MOW' as

bid t tit& girl many cats?
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3. 'Remove the pictures of the family and put all of the
,small pictures- on the -flannel boarcli Taker thrie -Ap-
ples and give them to A child, saying

I'm ,,going to give; three/some :A1DpIes to r-",

or

Rolm to three/some apples.,

The child returns the*. to the flannel board and gives
different objects to another child. Continue until
AIL have ,,a tUrn.

4. 14110, passing out materials for work time (4.,e; scis-
sqrs), let one child get -4 pair and give them, to a
second child, saying.

I'm going tO give scissorS.

The second 'child gets- ,thetil for' ,A third, and' so on
until every child has a pair. Repeat-thi.s-exetcise
On several occa4onS,



LESSON 49

'Focus: Future, tense using Will,.

New Words: can.

Activities

Again show the pictures Of the cat and the =boy walk-,
ing* running*, jUmpingl -sleeping; -eating, and bitting-.
Show the picture of the cat walking and say

The cat is walking; the cat will run.

Then- show the '-picture of the cat. running,. Say'

*The -,Cat is running; the cat will -.* pal .

Then show the picture of the cat jumping.,

Continue through the test of the, pictures in the
same way. Have the children 'repeat, the sentences
after' _yoU.

'Z. :HaVe.each. of the Children ,stand- before the ,group,
one at a time. While ,each is standing ,still, say

will INIVINI =I
n 1111111111110

He then carries out the, action. While he is acting,
the, class says

ia

When he finishes, 'the class. 'says

has

la Hatre each child stand before the ,group again and say
,can

Each 'child: respond's

'I can

And: carries' Out the. act iófl'
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Show ,a picture of a horse and ask

Can a horse jump?

The class or individual child responds

Yes, a horse can ,-jump.

Show several pictures and ask similar questions.

5. One child stands before the class.and
asks a second child

--r=it can I -r--?

The second child answers

Yes , ysis can

or

MR JIM II% IM1.

No, you Cannot but 122 -can-

The: 'second :Child then. askt A Ithitcl

Can. 1: r!=-='71.-

and the gatne, ,continues .
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LESSON 50

Fdzus: Review with can.

New Words : work, hide.

Activities

1. Show pictures of the cowboy, cat, rabbit and other
animals from previous lessons as you ,Say the follow
ing sentences. Have the children repeat each after
you.

The run,

The ...i.r,r.r-cart,,.,""tilun

The can
,..

The can

The --',-can Sit down,

2. .Show pictures of the airplane, house, ,' book,

apple, ball, chair, ,cake2, tree,, trUtki., wagon, and
train' 'froth preVious, lessons and have the children
repeat the .negative formS, of the preceding sentence,
as

The can't run.

3. Combine all of the pictures and ask of each.

Can the- rrr sit?

Vary thei verbs Used and have children respond invidi-
dually.
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4. Show pictures (133-135) to illustrate the following
sentences and have the children_repeat them after
you.

He can work.

He can play.

He can hide.

5. Put the three pictures in fron of the class and
ask

Who can play?

One child points to the appropriate picture and
answers

He. can play.

The child when. asks another

Who can hide?

Additional pictures used in this lesson may be added.

6. Ask members of the class

Who can

Children should take turns responding

ca.n

and then acting out the verb.
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A. Natural Materials

I. Take the children- out to collect pebbles, leaves,
weeds-, sticks, branches, -feathers,, Discuss the

shapes and colors of the objects and use them
as 'a permanent display -which the -children can touch,
feel. and later ,draw.

2,. Take -some, of the leaves WhiCh have been collected
and irtm, them- -betWeen sheets of wax ;paper,. 'Let each
0414 Choose, and :position the leaVeS, _he wants' to
use in his 'picture., ',Kelp him to choose ,different
colors, shapes and Size0:. The pictures made in this
way: hOw u toequtift.itly When taped tO, the --witidOws::

3. 'Let each ,,chOose a, leaf, weed -or ,g-rasS' farm-.
Place it on one sheet of newsprint ',:paper and cotter,
it -with. another,. Rub over the surface with ,pieces
of thick soft charcoal which the Child-haa,-made.,
-(Ylottoarr-make charcoal by burning the 'end, of a -fat
,stick.) The -4810', of leaf will be ".printed"
on the ,top

4. Give eaCti,child 'severa). sheets Of 'newaptint; paper ,and-

a piete of Oft CharCoali, ShoW- them how to place
the .paper on an object and :rub_ the charcoal -OVer'
the top.- The texture of the ,object show through.
This can be done 'both, inside the classroom and 'otit-
-side.

5. Take the Children outside to draw. Let them each
find' a stick and -draw in the ,dirt. Encourage them
to draw large pictures. Several children could work
on One picture.

6. Let each child find a, favorite natural object-, either
outside or from', aMong, those already in the class-
room. 4taCh-, these to strings or threads to make a
mobile. These may be hung from a -tree branch which
Is suspended from the .ceiling or a light fixture.
-Let, the _children sUggest. what position -their object
should be -Nog, sin-.

7.. Let Child-ren, paste- _Suitable natural objects to heavy
-paper or ,cardboard to make a picture. , -Guide them in
choosing different. textures, :Shapes, and colors.
Liquid white glue is beat for this project. Pour
some in a paper cup and use a Q.-tip- to 'apply it.



8, In a large- paper weaving, frame_ (see figure A).- let
children weave 'strips of cOlored paper and natural
objects. The weaving should not be regular over/under
type, but .should vary as the child ,desires. 'Let them
weave in any nattrar--material.s- they lai_Ohe,

Stulpture-,--let the children' look for ,stones that re-
semble animals or people. Clean them well. Paint
them or use marking pens to -Makes the stones look -like
the ,objedt theyr:See- in it. Several, stones may be
--glued together if. necessary. Use- white, liquid glue.

iO. ,pesigns,,niay be draWn op' scrap leather with Marking
pen' and on Wood with ,crayons, chalk Or

1-1.. _Let the, children, -hammer- large ,riails into: bi.ocics 'of:
wood. Other materials could be added to this, such
aS string or feathers.
Make paint .trota, natural. Material!. First, choose
rocks, which -,,make marks when ,scratched on -a 'hard: :Sur.i.
-face and pound them to a fine powder by 'placing the
rocks inside_ 'a cloth and pounding them with hammers._
Store the different. -colors in jars; to be :MiXed. wtthi.
liquid .starch, ,arici: used as paint:. sUse this paint with
sticks or fingers (not : brushes) on rocks,
,Shells, 'ConCrete or neWSprint paper..

13'. Let the children: -#00 'the:,chkrcol they 'have -made- tO-
'draw on. large ,sheets of Inapila. paper:

14.. Give the children, :need'leS and .string' to' String juni-
per berries and ptimpkin, seed's.



B. Drawing

1,. Give children large ,crayons in primary colors.
and large sheets of paper.. Show them 'how, to draw
different lines and shapes with crayons., Use the
sides as Well as the points of the colors and vary
the pressure. . is better to use the crayons with
the paper :removed:, Let them, draw with their ,papers
on the 'floor or table in any manner they wish. Later
several or :41, .of the ,children can work on large pic-
ttires together.

2. Let the -children, use crayons on :other -materials'
"beside paper--cloth, wood, -sandpaper', cardboard,, :news-
papet',

3c.. Give the .Children large simple geometric shapes to
trace :around: and then color.

44- 'Flay ,a 'record, during which the -',Children scribble on
paper with one crayon. When you .stop the record- the
children ,ShOUld' stop 'coloring. Choose a record with
lots, of ,variations. Them the children fill in the
shapes, they have, made ,With, other ,colors and deslgos-:
Do not iri-siSt::Hthat they fill in every shape'. This
makes, a- AUll tight -,deatgil

5. Ha*ve .eadh ch.1d Be dOwn 64.4 :sheet of wrappirig
paper- the same size he 1-s,: bratv-,4rOtld 'him with
-a brown sblack crayon- (including the outline- of
his -ClotieS). Let each child 0..V1 in his On
eyes dress, etc. Print their names at the bottom
and .hang 'them- up around the rOOni. These, may be cut
out.

6. let each ch ild. -crush 'a sheet Of -riewsprint. paper and
then draw .-around lines and fill in with
co:

Have -the, ,children draw a 110.e abject and then a
,object. , They may -enjoy -drawing something

that Is usually lit tie, Igreat big, -and -viceversa.

,8. A large 'book ,be, make by sewing, ,down the middle
of ;several large, ,pieces: of heavy Material,. Each
chilc1;cari draw in part of or =a, ,whole page_ of the
book. , ,4r-aWings, are set by Itonirig, ,over - them
with a ,warm iron and ,brown paper between the iron
and the book.

, Each child, could- make his own book,
or this could ipe 4-class project.



9. Crayons may also be used to

a.
b
C.
d.

Illustrate stories, poems, etc.
Picture special events.
Picture each other (portraits).
Picture fantasies.

10. Let the children Make their own books by ,sewing, or
stapling several sheets 'of manila paper together.
Add- a cover 'Made from -cOnstruction, paper. Now let
the children tell their own picture story using
crayons, , marking pens, paint and pasted paper.,

,11. Have the ,children make "bark cloth" pictures by first
-.drawing, on wrapping :paper or paper :sacks with 'crayons.
The ,crayons :should ; be used heavily. *Then, each child
wads up his picture Until it is very 'wrinkled'. Smooth.
out the viCtUres, and press thetri, flat with an 'iron.
Use or 'newspaper -between- the ,picture and the

12'. .Give the children 'large. :pieces of. paper' and large
pieces of ,soft. -chalk in the primary colors. Let
the 'children see how many ,different kinds of lines
they can make with the chalk. Let theft work either
at tables : or on the ShoW, them: how to use the

points and vary the pressure of the chalk.
'Show them how to -blend the chalk with fingers- 'Or
tiSSues., Later they may work together on a -chalk-
iural

13. Let _the,chil-dren draw -With chalk on other .surfaces=-
-bUrIap -(or ,Other material), wood, -Cardboard, colored
paper -(black tacel-, concrete-, 'blackboard,' -etc.

14. :g-4ch child' may be _given- 'a. piece of :Manila paper with
three, large squares- drawn on ,it. The child- fills in
each square with 140.e3 yellow, . or -red: Next, red
chalk is blended over the -blue sqUare, blue chalk
is blended over the _yellow square and yellow over
the -red.. Discuss the new colors and how they
-were *de,.

15. Draw on wet construction or 'manila -paper- with chalk.

16.. Chalk ,ad crayon May be combined to make an interesting
picture.

17. Let the -children draW, murals or individual piotAires
on the bl-ackbOard in white and/or colored chalks.



18. Have the children ,see how many different kinds of
lines and forms they can -Make- with marking pens on
large- sheets of newsprint. Show them how to use the
point to make dots and thin lines and the side for
wide lines- and filling in.,

19. Let the children -try the marking -pens on Surfaces
other than paper, such as wood.; rock; cloth, metal,
glass, etc.,
Mixing :colors. _Give each child -a sheet of smooth
paper (not, too absorbent) with three large squares
-drawn- on it,. Let. them fill, one square, with -dots.
of each of the following colors: red, yellow and
blue. The dots ,should be medium ,sized and not too
close 'together: 'Then the child should : place: dots
of yellow- among the ,dots or red, ,dots of blue among
the yellow, and -dOtt- of red *tong the blue. The
drawings should be placed at a distance to see the
intermixture of colors. Discitt-t- ;how the new color
was ,made. Each colors will be -different
as the :shade, dependS on the ,number of dots ' -of each
color used. The children may wish to make other
pictures this manner.

21. Marking pens are an Occellent way to decorate fabric.
If "permanent!' pens are used the fabric design can
be 'Washed.

a-. IndiVidtial, ,ptoleCt=T.each child ,chooses a piece
of medium-weight -material -dui in a geometric
Shape; from Whidh, to make -a pillow. He decorates
this with marking pens and 'then, sews or staples
it to a ,matching piece leaving an -opening for
stuffing. with -scraps Or riewSpapers.

b. Group proj'ct --each child does' an individual
design on a-medium-sized square of fabric with
marking pens. The -designs :should: be :related
to each other in subject matter. The finished
detignO, are arranged on .4 large piece, :of mater-
ial -wIth: the ?help, of the students and :glued or
Statt. in place. :Additional designs may be added
to the background if needed-. ,:iti'harigirig may be

.made by drawing ,directly on the background
fabric, but each ,child .ShOuld, have his own- part
of the fabric on Which to work.



22. Hand puppet. Let each child draw a face- on, the palm
of his hand, or .hands. The eyes- of the pupper thoi44
be on the bail, of the :hand. As the child inOVes his,
fingers different facial _expressions iill appear on
his puppet The ,puppets of several children, may
"talk" together..



C. Cutting and Pasting

1. Give the children several types of paper. Ask them
to tear different kinds of shapes. .(Can you :tear a
little tiny shape? A huge -enormous shape?) -Thee,
shapes may be tied to make a picture, mural or ironed'
between wax paper;

2. Have the Children overlap several sheets of newspaper
and roll it up into a _cylinder. Holding. it 'upright,
tear down. part way about ,four times around the. edge._
G.enti pull up from the center. This will fOrit
tree-like structure.

3. .introdtice Scissors, 'emphasizing safety. Have the
. children cut out large simple geometric shapes pre-

viously outlined on 'sheets of colored construction
paper. Save, the shape* to use, in other -activities-,

4.. Have the Children' 'cut out more, complicated shapes
previously outlined on colored construction 'paper-.
Save the shapes to use. in other activities.

Have the children cut out 'objects from -Old magazines..
Save. the Shapes' 'to use :in Other .activities.

6. Let the children make their own paste by' mixing a .

handful of flour and a pinch Of salt -together with
water, adding ,a little at a time until the paste is
the -right consistency. GiVe. each Child -a tin plate
or a piece of alutinum foil to mix the paste and
smear' it around. Let them stick pieces of paper to-
gether at random. Paste. may be stored for 'a Short
time in jars-.

7'. Taste the shapes, cut from construction paper down.
on a large piece of manila= paper to make a design.

8. Have the thildren. paste the -clitsaOut magazine pic
-tures onto a sheet of manila paper to miaka a picture.
This activity :May be cOmbined, with activity 7,

9. On -a large .sheet of manila apet or cardboard, let
the children, draw a -,piCtUre-with large ',crayons. Add
pieces of pasted' paper, magazine pictures, 'yarn and
Other collage materials. This would be .a good mural
activity.



10. Give each child a sheet of -black construction paper
and a sheet of white drawing paper:. Instruct him
to cut seven squares from the sheet of black paper
and arrange them in an interesting design on the
sheet of white, paper. Then paste them down.,



D. Painting

1. Make finger paint by adding powdered tempera to liquid
starch. Let the children paint with their hands either
on their desk or table tops or on wet glossy paper.

2. Mix cups of red, yellow and blue tempera paint. Give
the children large sheets of paper, sticks, sponges
and pieces of cardboard. Let them paint on the paper
using the sticks, sponges and edges of cardboard as
brushes. They may even use their fingers. The ob-
ject isnot to create a finished product, but to learn
how paint feels and works.

3. Introduce brushes to the children. Show them how to
hold them and clean theM. Provide a separate brush
for each color. Then give the children cups of black
tempera paint, and large sheets of newspepetr. Let
them paint big dOsignS on the neWspaper. When the
designs are dry (or the next -day), let them fill
in the shapes they made with colored tempera paint.

4. Let the children practice mixing red, blue, and yellow
two at a time in mixing pans. Paint should be mixed
to the consistency of heavy creaM. A small amount
of evaporated milk added to the paint gives it a
creamier consistency and a slight gloss. If paint
is to be used on a waxed or plastic surface, add
soap flakes to the paint. Sand or coffee grounds may
be added to the paint for texture. Discuss what
new colors are made. Add white to some of the colors.
What happens? Add black to some of the colors. Let
them use the new colors to paint pictures.

5. Have the children draw the same large geometric
shape on two sheets of paper. On one sheet, paint
the shape blue, purple, or green and the background
orange, yellow or red, in that order. On the other
sheet, reverse the process and paint the background
blue, purple or green and the shape orange, yellow
or red. Point out how the dark colors seem tp be
going back and the light colors forward.

6. Have the children cut shapes from the middle of a
heavy piece of paper or tag board. Be sure that the
cuts do not go to the edge. When they are finished,
they lay this paper over a piece of painting paper



and paint inside the hole cut from the heavy paper.
Be sure to have them paint all the way to the edge
of the cut paper. Then they lift the cut paper off
and the shape is left on the painting paper. The
paint should not be too thin.' If desired, when the
paint is dry, the cut paper or stencil may be moved
to another position on the same painting paper and
painted again with another color.

7. Paint blots--give each child several small squares
of smooth paper such as typing paper. Have jars or
cups of tempera paint ready. Instruct the child to
place a glob of paint in the center of his paper
square and then fold it in half. Have him rub the
folded paper slightly, and then open it out. Each
child will see different objects in his blots. En-
courage him to talk about them. More than one color
of paint may be used.

8. Let each child paint a piece of tag board with his
favorite tempera paint color. When it is dry, let
him draw on it with crayons or chalk or both.

9. Let the children make pictures by placing a paper
cut-out or a leaf on a piece of paper and splattering
paint off of a brush around it. The paint should
be liquid, but still bright in color.



E. Printing

1. Have each child paint designs on tag board using bright
colors. Tell them to leave some space between the
colors. When the painting is dry, cover it with a
coat of black India ink applied with a brush. When
the ink is dry, dip the paint in a basin of water
and "wash" it lightly. The ink will stick to the
paper where no tempera paint was applied. It is
suggested that the teacher try this activity first
so that she will know what to expect from the chil-
dren.

2. Make thick tempera paint by mixing the tempera powder
with liquid starch. Mix each color in a shallow plate
or tin. Give the children shapes cut from cardboard
to dip into the paint and "print" onto pieces of
newsprint. Details may be added with the edge of
the cardboard dipped in paint. Make sure one "print"
color is dry before overlapping it with another.

3. Make a paint pad for the children (one for each or
several children may share the pads) by folding several
paper towels into a square, dampening them and placing
them on a plate or piece of foil. Sprinkle some pow-
dered tempera on top of this. Give the children sheets
of newsprint and let them make thumb prints on it
by pressing their thumb on the paint pad and then
onto the paper. Tell the children to turn the
thumb prints into imaginary animals, etc., by adding
lines with a pencil or crayon. Other objects may
be pressed on the paint pad and printed such as spools,
cut fruit, sticks, etc.

4. Roll some ink out on a piece of glass and give each
child a sheet of paper. Have him put his paper down
on the ink and draw a picture or design on the back
with a pencil. Some areas of the drawing may be
filled in by rubbing it with his finger. Carefully
remove the paper and turn it over to see the drawing
in ink on the other side.

5. Roll some ink out on a piece of glass with a brayer.
Let each child pick out some leaves, bark, twigs,
string or feathers with which to make a picture. Do
not let him use too many. Arrange them on the table
and cover them with a sheet of newsprint. Let the
child roll theink-covered brayer over the paper to
make 0. texture picture.



Have the children make collages on pieces of card-
board. These collages should have lots of 'texture
and be glued down securely with white glue. When
the collage is dry, ink it with a brayer and print
it on paper by placing the paper on top of the ink-
covered collage and rubbing it gently.

7. Let the children make glue or wax prints by dripping
and spreading white glue or wax onto a square of
cardboard. When the wax or glue is completely dry,
print it as in activity 6.

8. Give each child a flat slab of self-drying clay in
which to draw a picture with a sharp stick. When
the clay is dry, print it as in activity 6. Make
sure the child's clay drawing consists of strong,
deep lines so that it will print well.



F. Sculpture and Crafts

1. Take the children out to collect three-dimensional
objects (objects with thickness as well as height
and width). Let them hold the objects in their hands
so they may feel the volume of it. Compare three-
dimensional objects with flat ones. For instance,
a ball may be compared with a circle cut from a piece
of paper.

2. Let the children cut circles with a diameter of 2 to
3 inches from tag board. They should decorate these
with marking pens (spiral designs are especially nice) .

Stick a toothpick through a small hole in the center
of each. Show the children how to spin these "tops"
on a smooth surface.

3. Give each child a piece of heavy duty foil and let
them crease and crush it to form animals. The ani-
mals should be neither too large nor too small or
detailed. Have clear tape on hand to.patch small
tears. Display the animals on a shelf or hang them
from threads to form a mobile.

4. Give each child four or five pipe cleaners. Show
him how to bend and twist them to make animals, people,
flowers, etc. Flowers may be displayed in a vase..
Animals_or people make excellent mobiles or they may
be displayed on a shelf or used in a scene.

5. Have the children cut simple flowers from construction
paper. Staple or glue, pipe cleaner stems to each
flower. The stem may be bent where it joins the
flower for a more natural look. The construction
paper flower may be decorated with crayons, marking
pens or a pasted paper center.

6. The children can make fans by first decorating a six-
inch square or circle of tag board with marking pens
or paint. This is then pasted or stapled to a stick
or tongue depressor.

7. To make an interesting hat from newspaper, first
Make a cone to fit the child's head from several
sheets of newspaper held together. The teacher
should staple this cone together for the child.
The top of the cone is then cut off. Fringe long
strips of newspaper and paste them to the cone,
beginning at the wide opening (bottom) and working
around the cone. When enough fringe is attached,
fold over the top and glue or staple it down.



8. Let the children make mats on a twelve-inch circle
cut from cardboard. Apply a coat of glue (white glue)
to one side of the circle and glue cord, string, yarn,
rope or combinations of all of these to the mat. Start
in the center and coil the string out in a spiral
pattern until the top of the circle is closely covered.
The string maybe left as is or it may be painted..
The other side of the circle may be finished by paint-
ing it or by pasting on a circle of construction
paper.

9. Have the child draw a large fish shape on folded
brown paper and decorate it with crayons, marking
pens or paint. Cut the fish out and staple or paste
it together around the edges leaving the mouth open.
Attach string at either side of the mouth. Hold
the strings together and run with the "kites" out-
side. If desired, a piece of wire or cardboard may
be stapled around the mouth to keep it open.

10. Octopus. Let each child cut a small paper bag in
half. With crayons, draw two big eyes on one side.
Cut eight long paper strips and paste one end of each
strip to the cut edge of the paper bag.

11. A gift may be made by having each child coat a small
jar with glue and then rolling it in sand. When the
sanded jar is dry, dribble paint down the sides and
then varnish it. A spray varnish is best.

12. Follow the pattern to make a finger puppet on tag
board. Let each child decorate his own puppet with
crayons or marking pens. The child cuts out the puppet
(the teacher should cut out the holes) and sticks his
fingers through the holes as the puppet's legs.

13. Cover a table or shelf with an old sheet or wrapping
paper. Fasten it down securely. Let the children
draw their own map of their village or campus (school
grounds, living quarters, etc.) with crayons or mark-
ing pens. Buildings made from boxes should be added
as well as figures, animals and cars. Each child
should be responsible for making something important
to him such as himself, his family, pets, home. In
this way the child will see himself and his surroundings
(the most important thing in his life) inrelation to
his environment. Other three dimensional objects may
be added to the scene such as trees, rivers, lakes
(mirrors), etc.





A. Social Studies

1. Acquaint the children with the teacher, teacher aide,
and bus driver by introducing them and explaining to
the children what each member's role is and how they
can be of help to them.

2. Give the children a tour around the classroom and
introduce them to different interest corners. Then
e then expfore the classroom freely.

3. Have the children look at themselves closely in a
mirror. Then have them lie down on a piece of butcher
paper and trace around each other with a crayon. Each
child may color his own picture as he saw himself in
the mirror. The teacher and aide then cut out the
figures. The pictures may be hung on the walls.

4. Explain to the children what a family is and the
role Of each member of the family, using the Navajo
family figure-S. Ask the class what each member of
the family is by pointing to a certain figure. En-
courage the children to discuss their families, tell-
ing who lives at home and what they do.

5. Invite a Navajo mother to show the children how to
comb their hair in the traditional style. She should
tell the children the Navajo term for this kind of
hair style (tsiiyee). Encourage the girls to prac-
tice combing tneir nair in this style after the demon-
stration.

6. Prepare a corner of the room as a display area for
Navajo arts and crafts. Crafts should include silver-
smithing, rug weaving, sand painting, basket weaving,
etc. If these articles are not available, pictures
of them from magazines may be displayed. Have dis-
cussions about the arts and crafts of the Navajo. A
noted artist from the local community may be invited
to talk about his art to the children and may be
willing to show some of his work. The arts and crafts
display may be continued and expanded during the
remainder of the school year.,

7. Place a small amount of wool sheared from a sheep
on one card and draw the other card over it. Con-
tinue carding until fibers are separated into slivers.
Shape slivers into a fluffy roll by rolling them
between back of the cards.



8. Have a discussion about the clans of the Navajo people.
Find out how many children know their clans. If a
child does not know his clan, find out from hit; parents.
Tell the child what his clan is if he doesn't know.
One of the parents may be invited to talk to the chil-
dren about the Navajo clans. Have a discussion about
who is related to whom in the class and in the com-
munity. Teach the Navajo names for relatives to any
children who do not know them.

9. Invite a member of the chapter council, school board
member, or other official to talk to the children
about the work he does, the functions of his position.
Have a follow-up discussion about how the tribal leaders
help the Navajo people. The children should try to
learn the names of their local tribal leaders.

10. Invite the local medicine man to talk to the children
about Navajo religion. He should tell the children.
that various ceremonies such as Yei-Bi-Chai, Fire
Dances and Shoe Games should not be practiced during
the summer. Have the children listen to some records
pertaining to winter 1Navajo religious songs and Navajo
winter legends and tales. Encourage the children to
discuss some of the Navajo ceremonies that they have
been to.

11. Have a discussion about what the children eat at
home. Explain to the children that fried bread,
mutton, corn mush, blue corn bread and coffee are
some of the chief foods of the Navajo people.

12. Invite one of the parents to demonstrate to the
children how some of these foods are prepared.
Fried bread might be a good example. The children
may then have the fried bread as part of their lunch.

13. Have a discussion about the livestock of the Navajo
people. Encourage the children to talk about their
experiences with the livestork they own or have seen
Show pictures of the Navajo livestock to the children.
The following explanation may be used:

Sheep, goats, cattle and horses are some
means of livelihood for the Navajo people.
Sheep provide wool and wool can then be
prepared to make a Navajo rug. The Navajos
then take the rugs to the trader in exchange
for goods or money. The wool can also be
sold to factories to make clothes.



Furthermore, Navajos weave saddle blankets
with wool. Sheep, cattle and goats can be
slaughtered for meat. Goats are valued
for their milk. Horses are used for trans-
portation, to tend sheep on, or taking trips
to look for cattle, to visit neighbors, to go
to social functions or the trading post, etc.
Cattle may be sold to the trader in exchange
for goods or .money. Some Navajos use the
hides of cows to make Navajo moccasins.

14. Have a discussion about the modes of travel for the
Navajo people. Encourage the children to talk about
some of the ways they travel from place to place.
Tell them that some Navajos travel on horseback,
wagons, or pick-ups. Encourage the children to talk
about some other ways they have seen other people
travel. You might also add that people travel on
foot.

15. Pictures of the different ways Navajos travel can
be displayed in the classroom for children to get a
better idea of the modes of transportation for the
Navajo people.

16. Invite a resource person with knowledge of the use
of Navajo plants to talk to the children on how the
herbs are used as medicine. He could also tell the
children the names for these plants.

17. Have a discussion about the post office and post
master. Ask the children to talk about the mail
they have received. Encourage them to talk about
the things they have noticed on the mail such as
stamps, etc. Show the children a sample of a letter
or any sort of mail.

18. Have the children send cards to their parents. These
cards could be made by the children and put in envelopes
for mailing.

19. Take the cards to the post office to be mailed. This
activity could be used as a field trip to the post
office. Have the post master explain and show the
methods used in operating a post office. Have him
show the children the procedures used in delivering
mail.

u



20. After the field trip to the post office, the children
may set up a play post office and dramatize post
office and post master. Select someone to be the
post master to deliver mail. This activity would
be appropriate to use during Valentine's Day.

.21. Have a discussion about wheels. Tell the children
that wheels are of circular shape. Find out what
moves on wheels. Look for machines that run on
wheels and do other things that need to be done in
everyday living.

22. Look at toys to find wheels. Show the class how the
toys work. Some examples might be tricycles, wagons,
carts, baby buggies, cars, trucks, tinker toys, etc.

23. Look at some magazines and cut out examples of the
many different ways wheels are used. These pictures,
can be posted in the classroom for display.



B. Science

1. Take the children for a nature walk. Have the chil-
dren name the local plants in Navajo or provide the
names for them if they don't know. Bring some of
the plants back into the classroom for further dis-
cussion.

2. Have the children. collect leaves outside and lay a
few of them on construction paper. They can be glued
down or traced around for various leaf designs. Talk
about the different types of leaves that were collected.

3. Have available a variety of sound-producing objects.
Let the children produce some sounds with the natural
instruments of their choice, such as seeds in a shoe
box. Let the children experiment with different
objects and listen to the differences in sounds.

4. Have available a variety of sound-producing objects.
Let the children produce some sounds with the natural
instruments of their choice, such as seeds in a shoe
box. Let the children experiment with different
objects and listen to the differences in sounds.

5. Put various natural objects in shoe boxes. Have
the children take turns shaking a box and guessing
what the contents are without looking. They may
then open the box enough to peek in, but may not
show the others unless correct.

6. Take the children out for a nature walk and have
them observe the different kinds and colors of
leaves, if they change in your area.

7. Show some films, movies or pictures showing the
plants at different times of the season. Have a
discussion about what the children observed on the
nature walk and some of the things they saw in the
pictures.

8. Use four tree outlines and marking pens or crayons
to make the seasonal pictures' described below. These
pictures should be made in front of the children while
the teacher is describing the seasonal changes. Later
the pictures may be used in a display.



a. Spring--draw a few small light green leaves
the tree outline while telling the children
about new leaves in spring. A bird's nest or
flowers may be added to the picture.

b. Summer--draw large dark green leaves on a tree
out while .talking about summer.

c. Autumn--draw orange and yellow leaves falling
TEBEEhe tree outline

d. Winter--add no leaves to the tree. Snowflakes
or snow may be added to the picture.

Additions to the pictures (birds, nest, snowflakes,
etc.) might be cut from magazines or colored paper.
The children could each be given a tree outline and
allowed to draw autumn leaves on the tree and falling
to the ground.

The following explanation might be used (in Navajo)
for the change in the color of the leaves:

During the summer the leaves of most plants
are so full of green substance that the whole
landscape takes on a green color. But as
autumn days grow shorter, the nights become
longer and cooler. When, for several nights,
the temperature falls very low, the green
substance begins to go away from the leaves
of many plants. Yellow, red and brown leaves
appear on the trees. Some trees do not lose
their leaves at all. The leaves of these
kinds of trees do not change color.

9. If the students live in an area where the leaves
change color, have them collect some to see haw
many diffent colors they can find. Talk about
the differences and similarities of the leaves
in color and texture. Also have the children
cut out some pictures of leaves, plants and trees
at different times of the season out of some
old magazines'.

10. Show some films or pictures showing how the animals
prepare themselves for winter. Include the pic-
ture of the frog before and during hibernation.

11. Have a discussion about what the children saw in
the pictures. The following kind of explanation
might be used:



Many animals get ready for winter by the
time trees begin to lose their leaves.
Many animals cannot find enough food to
keep them alive because many plants
cannot make food'in winter. Some animals,
such as bees, chipmunks, beavers and squirrels,
store food to last through the long winter
months. During the winter, rabbits and deer
eat dried grass or the bark of trees. Wolves
hunt for other animals. Many birds fly to the
to the South during the winter, because there
is more food for them in the South.

Many kinds of animals sleep in the winter.
The bears are well-known to sleep then. Be-
fore going to sleep, a bear eats a lot and be-
comes very fat. It then goes into its cave.
The bear lives on the fat which has been stored
in his body. By spring, most of the fat has
been used; then the bears come out of their caves
looking very skinny and hungry.

12. Involve the children in relating observations of
animals that prepare for the winter and encourage
them to talk about their experiences whenever
possible.

13. Discuss how the Navajo people prepare themselves for
winter (move back from the mountains, store wood and
hay). One of the children's parents may be invited
to talk more about this topic to the children.

14. Wash out five milk cartons. Cut four of the cartons
to the height of 4" and the other carton to 1". Put
soil in the 4" cartons. Plant several beans in each
carton in consecutive plantings about five days to
one week apart. Label planting dates on each car-
ton. Place in a light sunny spot and keep soil
damp. Five days after the last planting, put several
seeds in the 1" carton. Add a small amount of water
to sprout the seeds. When plants have reached desired
level of growth, uproot them carefully. Wash soil
from roots. Place one plant from each stage of growth
on a paper towel for each group of children to examine,
compare and discuss. There should be plants at suf-
ficiently. various stages of growth to show the pro-
gress of the seeds.



15. Soak bean seeds overnight to speed germination. Plant
seeds and allow to come through soil. Keep one jar
in direct sunlight. Cover the other jar with a paper
bag. Allow to develop and observe for several weeks.
The covered plant will be stunted and pale, while
the plant which has received sunlight will be hearty
and dark green.

16. Plant some bean seeds in each of the small pots.
Place both plants in the sunshine. Water plant A
each day. Do not water plant B. Plant A is watered
everyday and it grows large and healthy. Plant B
is not watered at all and it dies. Both plants have
been placed in the sunshine.

17. Place a pad of wet cotton in each of the three cups.
Sprinkle some mixed birdseed on each pad. Cover
each cup with a saucer and label. Place a cup in
cold, hot and normal temperatures. You will find
out that seeds in "cold" did not grow at all.
Seeds in "hot" grew rapidly, but soon began to die.
Seeds in normal" temperature grew well.

18. Place a green plant in a well-lighted place where
it can be seen without being handled by class
members. Carefully cover both sides of some of
the leaves with vaseline. Wierve the plant
each day. Look at the coated leaves and compare
them with the leaves that have no vaseline. Notice
color of leaves and see which ones wilt. Count the
days it takes for the first leaf to drop. The Vase-
line coated leaves die and drop off.

19. Examine soil. Spread soil samples (obtained from
garden, field, and forest) on a piece of paper to
find out what they are made of: small pebbles,
bits of plant material, grains of sand, seeds, and
animal materials. Use a magnifying glass.

20. Collect rocks. Look at them and feel them to see
how they are alike and how different. Scratch them
with a nail to see how they differ in hardness. Try
to see if they will or will not "write" on the side-
walk. Try to decide why some will (content and soft-
ness). Describe them, telling the color, shape,
size, and other characteristics.

21. Break rocks by putting them in a paper bag and hit-
ting them with a hammer. Compare the outside with
with the inside.



22. Get a sample of soil from a forest. Put it in a
suitable container. Water it and see what I.appens.
Where did the young plants come from?

23. Sift some soil through a coarse strainer. Examine
the pebbles and other larger pieces.

24. Use vinegar to test rocks to see if they "bubble."
Children may try.to tell if they will "bubble" by
looking at them and then testing their guesses.

25. Walk in the schoolyard after a rain. See that water
runs downhill, that it carries soil with it, that it
uncovers rocks and pebbles, and has other effects.

26. Look at pictures of different places on the earth- -

seashore, mountains, deserts, farmland and so on.
Tell what can be seen in each picture and how the
places are different from each other, that is,
rough, smooth, high, rocky, wet, etc. Children
who have taken trips may help to extend the concept
of the nature of the earth's surface by telling what
they saw from the car, pick-up, etc.

27. Put the same amount of water into two identical
containers. Heat one over a hot plate or a hot
radiator and leave the other at room temperature.
Encourage the children to watch closely. Compare
the two containers after a certain time. Explain
to the children that water disappears into the air
when it is heated by the sun or other heat sources.

28. Wet two identical pieces of cloth. Place one in a
warm location and leave the other at room tempera-
ture. Make comparisons of the two containers
after a period of time. Discuss with the children
how snow melts faster when it is in a warm place.

29. Bring some snow in from outside. Put the same
amount of snow in a warm location and the other
at room temperature. Make comparisons 45E-the two
containers after a period of time. Discuss with
the children how snow melts faster when it is in
a warm place.

30. Put some water in a container and place in the
freezing compartment of the refrigerator. Check
the container the next day. Talk about how water
will turn into ice when the temperature is cold.
Encourage them to relate this experience to the
ice they may see outside and discuss the reason for
it.



31. Fill a small glass jar with water to the top and
screw the cover on. Place it in a paper bag so that
the results may more easily be examined. Set the jar
in the refrigerator freezing compartment and let it
freeze. The jar will be cracked. Explain to the
children that as the water changes into ice it will
expand. The expansion will cause the jar to crack.

32. Pour water on some rocks to let the children see how
it sinks down into the cracks. Encourage the chil-
dren to think about what might happen to the rocks
when the water freezes. This will cause the rocks
to break.

33. Put sand, salt, sugar, and flour in separate con-
tainers. Fill each container with water and stir.
Observe each container and note which substances
dissolve. Let the children experiment with other
substances to find out what will dissolve in water.
They might try Jello, chalk, powdered paint, or any
other substance that they might be curious about.

34. Divide the class into groups and give each group two
or three jars and one colored ink. Instruct them
to fill the jars' with water. Then they should add
a few drops of ink to the first jar, a little more
to the second jar, and more to the third jar. They
should report tne color changes in each jar. Is all
of the water in the jars colored? Which, has the most
color?

35. Now do a similar experiment by putting sugar and
pebbles in the water. Which one dissolved and which
one didn't?

36. Ask one child to hold an empty glass jar. Then have
another child add a little to the jar. The first
child must describe how the jar feels now. Continue
adding water to the jar until a significant difference
is reported.

37. Different children may be permitted to practice this
experiment to find out for themselves that water has
weight.

38. Before starting the investigation, have the children
handle the objects they will use. Help them compare
the objects to determine which are the heaviest and



which are the lightest. Now have them predict what
will happen to each of the objects when placed !.n

water. Some guesses may be right, others, wrong.
But let them find out by experimenting.

39. Fill the water pail with water almost to the top.
Have the children experiment with putting various
objects in the water to see if they will float or
sink. Encourage the children to discuss their ex-
periences with water.

40. Have the children look through magazines for examples
of water. From their own experiences, get them to
talk about water areas, how water moves, and how
water is used.

41. Have the children cut out pictures from magazines
that show the constructive and destructive effects
of water, the many sources of water on earth, and
forms in which water exists. All pictures that are
selected can be posted or displayed in the classroom.

42. Four or five children will participate at a time to
experience this activity designed for the the day.
Set aside tcl minutes per group for each activity.
Have each child taste plain water; then add salt
and have him taste it again. Add sugar to plain
water and let the child taste it. Encourage the
children to talk about how the water tastes with
and without salt and sugar.

43. Have each child taste plain water. Then add lemon
juice to one container and vanilla flavoring to
another. The children may then taste and smell
the two solutions. Talk about the different tastes
and smells with the children.

44. Have the children look at water in a clear container.
Add red food coloring to one container and green food
coloring to another. The children should observe
that the water becomes the same color as the food
colors that have been added. Encourage them to
talk about what happens to the water.

45. Talk about what happens to celery when it is placed
upright in a tray of colored water. Freeze some
water and talk about what happens to it.



46. The ice tray should be removed so the children
can observe that the water is frozen. Have then.
touch the ice. All of the activities may then
be considered and the following generalizations
developed as a summary with the children.

a. Water takes on the properties of the substances
added to-it; i.e. taste, smell, color.

b. Liquids (water) will rise through very small
tubes called capillaries taking the color with
them.

c. Water will change from a liquid to a solid state
when the temperature is lower than the freezing
point (32 ).

47. After a heavy rain, pupils may explore the school
grounds or other nearby places to see effects of the
rain. They may notice places where soil has been
washed over the sidewalks and find the gullies from
which the soil has been removed. They may look for
similar places on their way to and from school.

48. Grid the paper in calendar form, using the month to
be observed as the pattern. Determine with the
children the symbols to represent sun clouds and
snow. Have the children observe and record the
weather daily. For instance, if Monday was a
cloudy day, put the symbol for cloud on that day.

49. Have the children discuss the use of a thermometer.
They place the thermometer by a warm object and a
cold object to see which way the red line goes. The
children should be able to decide that the red marker
goes up in warmer weather and down in colder weather.

50. Have pupils whistle, holding blades of grass or pieces
of paper between their thumbs.

51. Have pupils place tissue paper over a comb and hum.

52. Have pupils stretch a rubber band; pluck it and listen
to it.

53. Have pupils plAck a guitar string, listen to it;
stop vibrations and listen.
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54. Lay one end of a steel knitting needle on the edge
of a table. Pull the needle upward and let it snap
down quickly. The needle moves up and down rapidly.
Explain to the children that we say the needle vibrates.
When it vibrates, you can feel the air as the needle
moves up and down past your hand. You can also hear
a sound. Stretch a rubber band between two chairs.
Notice there is no sound. However, pluck the rubber
band and listen for the sound. Put your fingers on
your throat. When you talk you can feel the vibration.

55. Let a pupil carry a large drum or something else that
will make a loud sound a block or so away from the
rest of the class. Let him strike the drum with a
broad gesture that can be seen at a distance. Pupils
will soon observe that they do not hear the sound
until they the drummer's arm is ready to strike the
drum again. They see the drummer because light travels
from him to them. They hear the drum because sound
travels from the drum to them. But the sound travels
very slowly compared with the light. Pupils may re-
call that they have watched a man hammering on a roof
in the distance and heard the sound when the hammer
was already in the air ready to hit the nail again,
or that they sees lightning before they hear the thunder
even though both occur simultaneously.

56. Have a discussion about wind. Tell the children that
moving air is wind. Tell them that there are many
ways in which wind is a help to us and in many ways
it is not. Encourage the children to talk about their
experiences with wind. Have them look through maga-
zines for examples of wind. Have the children cut
out pictures from magazines that show the constructive
and destructive effects of wind. All pictures that
are selected can be posted on construction paper and
displayed in the classroom.

57. Some examples of the ways wind is a help may be in
kite flying, airplane f ying, windmill operation,
balloon blowing, clothes drying, etc. Some
examples of the ways wind is destructive could be
the erosion of soil, etc.

58. Take the children for a nature walk and have them look
for erosions of soil which were caused by wind or
rain.



59. The children may make toy airplanes, paper fans, and
kites to experiment with. Balloons may also be used
for this activity. This activity might be appropriate
to use al the spring time during the windy season.

60. Place a magnet, some nails, some pens and some pencils
on a table. Touch the magnet against each object.
Observe the results. Objects made of iron and steel
will be attracted by the magnet. All others will not.
Let the children experiment with the objects and the
magnet.

61. Soak some bean seeds overnight to speed their germina-
tion. Plant the seeds and allow them to come through
the soil. Keep one jar in direct sunlight. Cover
the other jar with a paper bag. Allow the seeds to
develop and observe for several weeks. The covered
plant will be stunted and pale, while the plant which
has received sunlight will be hearty and dark green'.



C. Health

1. Make toilet facilities available so the child can
use them easily and with a minimum degree of direction.
Show children where the toilets and sinks are, en-
couraging them to flush the toilet and wash their
hands after using it.

2. Help the child learn how to blow his nose correctly,
and always use a tissue. Teach him to turn aside
when coughing or sneezing.

3. Give a demonstration of tooth brushing. Explain
the proper way to brush the teeth, when to brush
the teeth, and how to take care of a tooth brush.
Let the children practice this habit eery day.



D. ABSTRACT CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
e



A. Shapes

1. Have the children sit in a circle on the floor. Place
within the circle the 3 geometric shapes (square, cir-
cle, and triangle) cut from 3 different colors of con-
struction paper (red, yellow, and blue). The children
should be encouraged to notice these shapes in their
immediate surroundings and to talk about them.

2. During this session, the teacher or aide should work
individually with each child to make a triangular hat.
Fold a 12" by 18" piece of construction paper in half.
Then fold the corners of the already-folded edge down
to form 2 triangles of equal size. These should come
within 3 inches of the open bottom edge. The bottom
edges are then folded up to form a brim and a feather
is stapled to the peak.

3. The children should work with cubiform building blocks
in a free play period. The teacher should point out
that the blocks are made up of square faces and en-
courage the children to talk about shapes.

4. The children should work in groups, each group as-
signed a specific task in preparing dough for peanut
butter cookies (from premeasured ingredients). Each
child should have the opportunity to roll dough into
balls and press them into flat circles with the fork
tines. It should be pointed out that the method used
for flattening the balls of dough creates small square
designs on the top of the cookies which remain during
baking.

5. Have the children work in small groups and carry out
tasks similar to those completed in preparing the
peanut butter. cookies. They could try making Rice
Krispies candy, with the teacher's careful supervision
of melting the marshmallows.

6. Let the children pia-rat the flannel board with various
felt shapes (circle, square, triangle), arranging them
as they wish.

7. Have the children make circles, by drawing around a
paper plate on construction paper. (The teacher or
aide should cut the circles out at this stage.) The
children may paste the circle on a different colored
piece of construction paper. Then have the children
notice different objects in the classroom that are
also circular in shape, like the clock.



8. Let the children make pictures from various colors
of construction paper precut in different shapes
(circle, square, triangle) and pasted on large sheets
of paper.

9. Have the children use variously shaped cookie cutters
(circle, square, triangle) to cut shapes from bread
slices.



B. Colors

1. Cut the three geometric shapes (circle, square, triangle)
f roar.

pieces of each shape cut in three different sizes from
big to little.

2. Put all the felt piecet on the felt board according
to color. Point to the red pieces' and -repeat

iichlf9.

Point to the blue pieces and repeat

dootrizh.

.Point to the yellow- pieces and repeat

Call on individual children to identify each color

3. Put, all the felt pieces on the felt board and, arrange
them according to shape. Tell the children the names
of each shape and have them repeat,

ngzbas 'circle'

dik9g 'square'

tgg.a6adeez9A 'triangle'

4. Sort the shapes according to size. Put all the big
pieces in one place, the medium size pieces in another
and the little pieces in a third. These can be described
as follows

nit saa 'big'

t9Ag bita'agi gniltso 'medium'

dltsqYsf 'little'

5. Put ten felt pieces of various geometric shapes on
the felt board and count the_ m. Let the children take
turns counting all the felt pieces, the circles, the
red pieces, the little pieces, etc. The number of
felt pieces put on the felt board may be varied. The
entire class may do the counting together or indivi-
duals may answer quest ions about the number of pieces.
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6. Cut the three geometric shapes (circle, square, triangle)
from white, green and black felt material. There
should be three pieces of each shape cut in three
different sizes from big to little.

Put all the felt pieces on the felt board according
to color. Point to the white and repeat

ligai.

Point to the green and repeat

dooti9izh.

Point to the black and repeat

iizhin.

8. Put all the pieces on the felt board and arrange
them according to shape. Review the names of the
shapes with the children.

Tizbas 'circle'

dik94; 'square'

tAggOO adeeeg 'triangle'

Sort the shapes according to size. Put all the big
piedes in-One place, the medium 'size pieces in another,
and the little pieces in a third. These can be des-
cribed as follows

nitsaa 'big'

Ogg bita9ggi gniltso 'medium'

alts9fist 'little'

10. Encourage the children to look for any objects in
environment which exhibit the concepts of color,
shape, and/or relative size learned.

11. The children should be seated on chairs in a circle
and each given a white, green or black felt pie:e.
The teachet says

ligai daohstih

When all the daalgai are standing and see where the
other daalgai are, they are told

daalgai, change places.
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'Those with daalgai must then find a chair other than
their own to sit on. When every color has changed
places, the children may trade colors, so that each
has a different one. This activity could be expanded
into a musical chair game.

12. Cut the three geometric shapes (circle, square, triangle)
from orange, purple, and brown felt. There should
be three pieces of each shape cut in three different
sizes (small, medium and large). Put all the felt
pieces on the felt board according to color. Point
to the orange pieces and repeat

iitgxo.

Point to the purple pieces and repeat

tSedidegh.

Point to the brown pieces and repeat

dibeich9f9f.

13. Put the three. different colored pieces-of triangular
shape on the felt board and ask the children

Who can tell us the color of the biz. triangle?

Who can tell 'us the color of the little triangle, etc.

14. Put the three different geometric shapes of brown,
orange, and purple on the felt' board. Ask the chil-
dren

Who can tell us the shape of the purple felt piece?



C. Classification of Objects

1. Give each child a paper bag. Have him collect objects
in the classroom or on a walk. Have each child take
his objects and separate them according to properties.
There are no right or wrong answers here. Encourage
the children to tell you why they sorted their objects
the way they did.

2. Have the child take several buttons and sort them ac-
cording to size, color, shape, and texture.

3. Take the children on an excursion, or field trip (if
conditions permit) during wnich children are encouraged
to note living animals. Do not give direct informa-
tion during the excursion but instead draw the chil-
dren's attention to the animals by asking, instead
appropriate questions, such as

CoUld there, be something alive under this rock?

Is the bird walking or hopping?

Upon returning to the classroom, discuss the animals
and how they move from place,to place.. The children
should then cut out animal pictutes from old :magazines.
Ask the children to sort their pictures into cater
goties--those which represent the animals that fly,
jump, hop, crawl, etc. The children may paste each
category of animal on colored construction paper.

The concept of different animal movements can be rein-
forced through, dramatization. The children can pre-
tend that they are certain animals and explore each
mode of transportation (to a limited extent) for
themselves.

6. Place one cut -out of a matched pair o_n the felt board
and ask individual children to place the matching
figure beside it. Some figures you might cut out
include 2 sheep, 2 boys, 2 hogans, 2 horses, etc:

7. Sort the felt pieces used in teaching Shapes (circle,
square, triangle) into three categories according to
size (big, medium, little). Have the children des-
cribe the sizes of the felt pieces. Encourage the
children to talk about the things they see in the
classroom or close surroundings which pertain to the
color, shape and/or relative size concepts taught
by the felt pieces.



8. Lay three pieces. of coiled yarn (of different lengths
and colors) on the floor in no particular order.
Guide the children to suggest some methods of compar-
ing the length of two of the cords by stretching them

shortest yarns compared first.

Have the children place the same pieces of yarn in
order according to lengths.

10. Place two strips of the same length (and different
colors) on the flannel board so that the ends are
on different levels. Ask the children the questions

Which is longer? Which is shorter?

Have a volunteer compare the two strips by putting
side by side. The children should realize that to
show that the objects have the same length, both pairs
of ends must line up with nothing It over on either
end.

11. Have the children line up strips of felt (in graduated
lengths) in order of lerigth frOm-the Shortest to
the-longeSt.

12. InttoduCe the word hard to the -childreh. Tell the
children that t_ he Navajo word for 'hard is -nitl9iz
(like a rock). Have the Childreh' ETat the' word
after you.

13. Introduce the word soft to the children. Tell the
children that the Navapywotd for-soft :is yilzholf
<4S in a. sponge). Have. the tlaldren_repeat the word
after you.:

14. Put 'a block,, baseball, stick, .rock,. sponge, Kleenexl,
and pillow on the table. Permit the children to feel
these-objects. Encourage them to talk about the
likenesses and differences of these -objects.

15. Encourage the children to think of some other objects
that are soft and -hard in the classroom or in the
sUrroUhdings.

16. Give, -each child a bag containing a piece-of chalk,
a nail, a rubber band, a colored ribboh, a sugar
cube, a pebble., and a piece of wire. ASk the children
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How can we find out what objects are in the bag?

Have the children take out the objects and give them
time to become familiar with their properties. After
the children have .investigated the objects, say

I'm going to describe one of the objects in
yourTbaa. you ehinE-122
know ia-h-At it is hold 1.22 the oBTect. Example.:
I am ITIRkiiig of TEEtHing-that is white and
sweet.

After you have described a few objects, the chit Wren
may be able to describe their own.

17. Tell the children that you are thinking about a par-
ticular object in, their bags. Ask them if they can
guess what that object is. Some questions might be.

Is it red?

Is it small?

Is it sweet?

These questions can be answered by yes or no. After
some practice, the children may develop this activity
further on their own.

18. Take the children out for a,- nature walk and have them
collect stf-aes, leaves, rocks, bark and sticks. In-
struct the children to sort these objects according
to kind.

19. Using only the rocks that were collected, have the
children sort them according to size.

20. Take a small handful of rocks from the collection
and ask a child to guess how many you have. Count
them out on a table to see if the child has guessed
correctly. Let children take turns picking up ,a
handful of rocks and asking each other how many
they have. The entire class may do the counting of
the rocks together.



D. Number Concepts

1. Make a sheep corral from cardboard and set it up in
the classroom. Cut 10 sheep from cardboard and
plate them nearby. Put one sheep in the corral and
ask the children

How many sheep are in the corral?

DikwifSh dibe dibe bighan gone? Egazi?

The children answer

T9Ak.491.

Continue in the same manner until all ten sheep are
in the corral.

Repeat, putting, a different number of sheep in the
corral each time. Have the children count the number
of sheep with you, and CIA for a few individual
responses.

3. Have five childrpn stand in front of the class holding
the five pumpkins on tongue depressors. Ask the rest
of the class

How many pumpkins are standing?

Dikwiish naayizi naazl?

The children. answer

-Five pumpkins, are standing.

Ashdla9 paayizi naaz.

Have one child sit down, and ask again

How many pumpkins are standing?

The children answer

Four pumpkins-are standing.

-DU? naayizi naag,

Repeat for three, two, one, and none.
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TAg9 naayizi naaz;.

Naaki naayizi naaz(.

T9gAlki naavizi siz.

ad in naayfzf.

4. As the children take turns standing with the pumpkins
in sets of from one to five, let individual _children
describe the number standing.

5. Repeat as a finger play, beginning with all five
fingers "standing" and ending with none, as the
sentences are repeated in Navajo by the whole class.

Put the ten sheep backed with flannel on a flannel
board and ask

How many sheep are standing?

Dikwiish dibe naaz(?

Count the sheep, from one to ten in Navajo, and then
respond

Ten sheep are standing.

NeetngA dibe R2241,

Remove one sheep andsay

A sheep has walked away.

T9.4.41.4.?1 dibe dandiilwod.

Then ask how many sheep there are and answer with
the children

Nine sheep are standing.

NAhAst941 dibe L1224.

Continue in the same manner until there are no sheep
standing.

Tseebff dibe naazi.
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Tsosts9id dibe naaz(,

Hast44 dibe naaz.

Ashdla9 dibe naaz,

EC i dibe naaz.

TAA9 &be naaz(.

Naaki dibe siz(.

T9.4.4,491 dibe siz;.

Adin dibe.

Add one sheep at a time as you say

One more sheep came.

T9A.41.491 dibe nSAnAlwod.

Continue until there are ten sheep back on the flan-
nel board, with the children counting them after
each is added.



E, Number Symbols

1. On a poster board attach two-hooks, placing one below
the other. Copy the numerals one through ten on
separate cards. Draw groups of objects corresponding
to each number (for example, one sheep, two hogans,
three ears of corn, etc.) on another set of cards.
Place one of the cards picturing an object or group
of objects on,the top hook and call on individual
children to place the corresponding numerical symbol
on the bottom hook. This activity may also be re-
versed by hanging a numeral card on the top hook and
asking one of the children to place the card depicting
the corresponding object or group of objects on the
bottom hook.

Cut out'ten identical felt figures and the numerals
1-10 (for example, cut out 10 trees). Place a cer-
tain number of figures on the felt board and ask
one child to pick out the corresponding numerical
symbol and place it beside the figures. This activity
may also be reversed by placing a numeral on the board
and asking individual children to put up the corres-
ponding number of figures.

3. Cut twenty identical fish from tag board. On ten of
the fish, write, the numbers 1 through. 10. Attach a
paper clip to each of the ten numbered fish, and place
them in the large box on the floor. Call for a volun=
teer to go fishing. When the child has caught a fish,
read out the number on it and then count out the cor-
responding number of unnumbered fish.

With clear fingernail polish, paint large, inch-wide
numbers (1-10) on hand-sized oak tag cards. Before
the polish dries, sprinkle it with sand. By tracing
their fingers over the symbols, children can begin
to conceptualize how numbers are written.

5. Write the numerals 1-10 on the chalk board. Count
consecutively from 1-10 in English with the children.
Have the children come up individually to write the.
numbers, following your written example. Assist
those who need, it.
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6. Cut 20 cards from tag board and make two sets with
a number 1-10 on each set. Have ten children sit
in a circle and give one card to each child. "Shuffle
the other set of cards. Give the pack to the first
child and have him pass them on when he picks the
card that matches the one in his hands. Continue In
this manner until all the cards are matched.

Put .a set of number cards 1-10 in a pocket chart in
order. Have the children close their eyes and let
one pull out a card. Then display the other 9 cards
and ask 'the. children

Which card is missing?

8. Put the number cards in sequential order in the pocket
chart and let the children become familiar with this
order. Remove the cards and ask for a volunteer to
put the number cards in sequence in the pocket chart.
Give assistance if needed.

Prepare a worksheet by marking off' one-inch squares.
Copy a numeral (1-10) in each of the squares on the
left-hand column (in sequential order). Distribute
a worksheet to ehach child and ask the children 'to
color in the number of boxes in each horizontal
column corresponding to the number in the first
square.
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F. Money

1. Introduce the coin names for penny, nickel, and dime.
Hold up the penny and have the children repeat

sindAo

Hold up the nickel and have the children repeat

litso.

Hold up the dime and have the children repeat

t 9SAlg.91. doot 19 izh.

Put the nickel, penny, and dime on the table and
ask individual children 'to hold up coins as they
are named to make sure that the children can identify
them.

3. Ask the children if the coins are square.

1Dii beesofsh dadik9g?

The, children's response should be

Ndaga9.

Ask the children if the coins are' circular

beesoish nidaazbas?

The children' s response should 'be

Aoo9.

'Put .five penni6s on the table and. count them in Navajo
with the children_. 'Isut- 'five pennies in :a stack and
tell the. ,Children- that five pennies' Make one nickel.

AShdla.I',sitidgogo- lit so

Put, ten pennies ,on the table and count them in
Navajo -with the Children., Put the ten pennies. 'in a
stack and tell the children that 'tent pennies- make
'One' dune

Neeznaa sindaogo t?egA1A931. ,dOotio,ith



Put two nickels on the table and count them in Navajo
with the children. Tell the children that two nickels
make one dime.

Naaki litsogo t9.4.41.49i dootinzh yileeh.

Let individual children put the pennies and nickels
in similar stacks and describe them to the rest of
the class.

5. Tell the child 'ten a ,penny is less than a niCkel.

Sindao las° bi?oh neei94.

A nickel is less than -a dime.

Eit so. t 94g1.491 doot Vizh. bk9oh neel94.

A. nickel is more than, a penny..

Eitso sindao neel94.

Put the nickel and
children to choose
repeat the name of
and have it named.
the combination of

penny on the table. Ask individual
which coin is more and have each
the coin. Then ask which is less
Following the same pattern, add

dime and penny and dime and nickel,

6. Call on individual children to identify each can in
Navajo. -Let the Children handle each coin- in, order
to become, familiar with its .feel, shape-, and veight.

The children may dramatize a trading post with pennies,,
nickels, and dimes to use in exchange for goods.

Have indiVidual children come to, the table and count
the pennies, nickels, and dimes in NaVajo,.
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G. Letters

1. Label objects in the classroom in Navajo.

2. Show the children what their own name looks like in
writing.

3. Display alphabet cards.

.4. Teach letter names to those children you think are
ready.

.
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